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First I'd like to say how gratifying it was to receive so much
positive feedback for the September issue of Skysailor. It was of
necessity a rather "thin" issue for a variety of reasons but it did
give Phil Mathewson and I an opportunity to work on a new
format so that future issues should have a more coordinated
approach.
And speaking of Phil it would not have been possible without his never wavering
enthusiasm and sterling support.
Over the last couple of weeks I've spent a good many hours on a "crash course" to
discover the various approaches to Skysailor by past editors. It was a most
revealing exercise with some diametrically opposed ideas coming to light.
Those of you who are keeping your copies of Skysailor for posterity may like to
refer back to Martyn Yeoman's opening editorial for his period of office in 1984.
To quote, "We must remember that Skysailor is the only means we have of
encapsulating what we are all about - presenting a tangible image to the world at
large. The magazine does go to many organisations such as the DOA, Dept. of
Sport and Recreation, libraries, etc., therefore if it is sub-standard, we will be
regarded as a bunch of turkeys instead of skilled and responsible pilots."
Subsequent editors appear to have been of the opposite opinion and taken great
pains to flout the DOA etc. I don't believe we can afford to promulgate this sort of
attitude. Why perpetuate the myth that hang glider pilots are a "bunch of
turkeys".
It's living in a fool's paradise to believe that we can survive without the blessing of
DOA and others. A lot of HGFA pilots have worked long and hard to present a
responsible image - one thoughtless piece of bad public relations can undo
months and months of hard work.

I believe it is of the utmost importance
that the DOA, the general public and
overseas pilots and anyone else who
happens to pick up a copy of Skysailor
should
discover
a
responsible
approach within its pages. Behaving
like overgrown schoolboys and girls is
not going to achieve this. I don't have
any desire to turn Skysailor into a dull,
technical manual.
It needs the
balance of cartoons, light-hearted
articles and thought provoking letters
but I would ask you to do one thing before
submitting
material
ask
yourself the following - is it LEGAL and
does it present hang gliding in a
positive or a negative light?
Skysailor can't possibly please all of
the people all of the time but let's at
least aim for the majority of the people
most of the time.
AimHIGH!
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structural integrity, not to mention
pilot attitude etc. I mean, it stands to
reason doesn't it. Most of you ladies
and gentlemen could not deny that
there are times in our lives that being
rigid is a general all round good thing.
Ah, but I digress.
Now, back a few pages in my
Macquarie and 10, I come to RAG.
Let's see now. I quoteRAG - 1. Comparatively worthless
fragment of cloth.
2. Ragged or
tattered cloth. 3. A shred, scrap or
fragmentary bit of anything.
4. A
wretched or worthless person or thing -- I can't go on, it's too depressing and
possibly dangerous.

aircraft to the DOA and segregate US
and THEM even more or do we just let
it pass?
Yours faithfully
Mike.
PS
Last summer after taking off
fromm the small dunes at O. Grove, I
was forced out of the sky by a Police
Helicopter flying at 60' above the
beach.
Luckily I landed OK but
decided not to fly again that day due to
the need to change my pants! Have
the Police Dept. the right to kill hang
glider pilots?

Dear Sue,
So, even if you have sun stroke and live
in W.A., you can see the obvious. We
are friendly understanding pilots. You
know, turn the other cheek and all that.
So John, and all you rag wing pilots,
feel welcome to come to Ballarat and
hang your washing out anytime.

Dear Ed,
I believe I can clear the air regarding
John
Murby's
comments
about
Ballarat pilots flying rigid wings (EFs),
August 87 Skysailor.
John seems unaware that we have
enough shit on top of Hollowback to
throw at every pilot in Australia. We
all have our burdens to carry, and
understanding is what we need here. It
is with this in mind that I was
prompted to consult my trusty
Macquarie dictionary.
I quote from the Macquarie RIGID - 1. Stiff or unyielding, not pliant
or flexible, hard. 2. Firmly fixed or set.
3. Inflexible, strict or severe.
4.
Rigorously strict regarding opinion or
observance. 5. Severely exact (wow!) . 6.
Aeron, a. (of an airship or dirigible)
Having its form maintained by a rigid
structure
contained
within
the
envelope, b. pertaining to a helicopter
rotor which is fixedly held at its root.
Unquote.
Now this is fair dinkum, it's there in
black and white, word for word. You
will note many desirable and positive
qualities in the above description,
especially the references to aircraft,
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Cheer up.
Colin Johnson.

Dear Editor,
As I live at the seaside town of Ocean
Grove I see many light aircraft flying
over head . Many of these planes I'm
sure come from the nearby Barwon
Heads airfield where joy flights of the
coast are popular.
The problem
however arises from these aircraft
constantly disregarding their height
restrictions.
I was very annoyed the other day whilst
playing a game of tennis (not because
I was losing the game) to see a light
plane doing a 360 above the courts at a
height of about 300'. I phoned the
Barwon Heads airfield and asked if
they had any plane with the
registration number which I had
clearly read . They said the plane in
question was at this moment landing. I
had a bit of a winge about the dangers
of the incident and I was assured that
the message would be passed onto the
pilot.
The question I bring up is what should
I have done and what should I do in
the future when this happens again?
Should we report every illegally flying

I did not get to meet you at the
Convention as I had to leave before
the finish and before you were elected.
Being a comparitive newcomer myself
and also not being a hang glider pilot I
can
understand
your
opening
comments in the September issue of
Skysailor.
The reason for this letter, which I hope
you will publish, is to comment on
some of the content of Skysailor and
the effect it can have on the future of
the sport.
Yesterday, Msrtyn Yeomans and
myself attended the working group
which precedes the National Airspace
Users Advisory Council (NAPAC). This
is the forum at which all airspace users
discuss and determine the use of
Australian airspace on a national basis.
The main item of interest to the hang
gliding fraternity was the presentation
by Martyn of the latest submission on
unrestricted hang gliding operations
up to 20 000 feet OCTA and VMC. I
emphasise VMC which is primarily
flight clear of the cloud!
One of the major stumbling blocks to
the HGFA and other sport aviation
organisations obtaining their desires is
that other airspace users, particularly
from the airline and general aviation
areas, are concerned about sport and
recreational pilots complying with the
rules. Before they will agree to our
desires they need to be convinced that,
if we are given what we want, safety will
not
be
jeopardised
by
any
irresponSible behaviour.
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I sat down in front of the fire last night
( it is still winter in Canberra) and read
the latest Skysailor. When I read the
article on page 21, "B.... B.... B. ... ", I
remembered the work Martyn and I
were involved in earlier in the day. I
quote from the article, ..... spent the
afternoon IN and out of cloudbase ..... ..
(my emphasis).
Ladies and gentlemen of the HGFA, I
beseech thee; if you cannot control
yourselves to comply with the rules at
least do not publicise the fact. Your
magazine is read by the Department
of Transport and Communications
(previously Aviation) and by other
members of the aviation community
some of whom would prefer you all be
sailboarders or something similar. If
you want to gain less restrictions on
your sport
then you have to
demonstrate your willingness to abide
by the rules.
There are times when non-compliance
will be of value in gaining evidence to
present with your arguments for
changes to the rules. Aero towing in
trikes is a classic case. But do not paint
the Department into a corner by
publicising such flights, eg the centre
pages of the August Skysailor, whereby
they are forced to take action against
you. Your Federation is about to enter
into a new series of talks on trike
operations that could be seriously
damaged if you flaunt the "illegal"
towing operations.
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Editor's Note: Thank you Harvey for
your constructive letter. The views
you express coincide closely with my
own as you will probably have noted
from this month's editorial (written
incidentally two weeks before your
letter arrived).
Sincere apologies for the "slip" - that
one did manage to get through but I
do assure you that both Phil and I are
cracking down heavily on "illegal"
material.

Dear Editor,
Due to the recent change in Skysailor
editor I thought it might be useful to
throw around some ideas as far as the
content of the magazine is concerned.
As far as I am aware, only a very small
percentage of the hang gliding
community has access to
current
information from articles printed in
the American, British, French and
German hang gliding magazines (and
other magazines that I am not even
aware of ). Wouldn't it be nice if we
had a monthly section consisting of
articles of interest from some of these
countries? I think the cost of
translation would be a small price to
pay for the diversity of information we
could all enjoy. Wouldn't this be more
constructive than five pages of
cartoons?

Editor's reply: Points noted - some
already underway. Do we have any bilingual hang glider pilots out there
who need
something to do while
waiting for the right flying conditions!

Dear New Editor,
Whoever you are, the one with the
short straw.
Here's some more manic scribbles
plus a new version of Snakes and
Ladders comically named "Fermals &
Sinkholes". I think most of us know
what they are.
It combines a "Race to Goal Cross
Country" task with an element of
chance and some of the pitfalls that
are part of our sport.

I hope it will reinforce a pilots efforts to
improve his flying skills and safety
conciousness, as well as cause a bit of
laughter. Try it!
2 players up to a whole gaggle; just the
thing for those wet, windy, wasted
weekends. Now you can sky out at
home on the kitchen table.
Julius Makk
P.S. Great article on Kossen, Who
wrote it?
Editors Note: Drew Cooper, I think.

Warwick Duncan.
Sue, I recommend that if you are not
sure about the legality of material
presented for publication you get Phil
to check it out. By legality I mean
whether or not the operations
described are in accordance with the
rules. If not, do not print or at least use
your editorial prerogative to amend
copy.
In closing I would like to say that I
have no axe to grind but I do agree
with the Editor's Reply on page 5,
particularly the last paragraph.
Hope you enjoy your new position.
Regards,
Harvey Ritchie,
Executive Director.
GEOFF MARTIN IN SABRE AND BOD YBAG SOARING LONG REEF, SYDNEY
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While the VISION virtually
set the standard for the
60% D.S. RECREATIONAL
glider, it has also
IMPROVED the flying of
many up-and-coming
Novice Pilots.

Up here in Qld where the VISION has become the most popular
New Glider with Novice Flyers we are justifiably proud of their
Competition Record.
Gary Davie
- 1st PR3 BYRON BAY CUP 86 - competing against GTRs and FOIls

Murray "The Claw" Williamson
- "Most Improved Flyer" Eungella 86

Peter White
- Widgee 87, Equal 1st Day 1, 3rd Day 2.

Also the VISION remains
the most EASILY AFFORDABLE Glider in Australia.
Phone the Distributer

SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS (071) 459185

Chevallum Rd, Palmwoods 4555
or contact an Agent near you for a Deal
QLD
CAIRNS
NSW

VIC

- Brisbane H.G. Centre, Ted (075) 460427
or Hank (07) 2006194
- Calan McLeod (070) 557190
- Phil Mathewson (02) 560 8773
- Andrew Phillips (03) 758 0091
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right in and went hurtling to the beach
because I was so scared. He drove
right down and screamed 'you could
have soared, what did you do that for?'

Every pilot has a different
reason for taking up hang
gliding, but surely none can
be more different than that of
Phil Mathewson - this year's
president of HGFA.
He was sacked from his waiter's job at
a Surfers Paradise restaurant by the
manager whose homosexual advances
he knocked back!
What, you may well ask, can this
conceivably have to do with hang
gliding? The answer, as it turned out,
was a great deal. As Phil tells it, the guy
who came in to take his place was a
hang glider pilot (and not homosexual
either as the manager very soon found
out!).
The pilot was in fact none other than
John Ogden, one of the top hang
gliding pilots in Australia before his
untimely death in Spain in 1979.
While Phil hadn't previously given a
thought to hang gliding it's only fair to
say that he had gained his private
pilot's licence at the age of 17 while an
air force cadet at Aberdeen Grammar
School, "I got a scholarship and 35
hours' flying for nothing," grinned the
'canny'Scot.

Forgive me if I digress here but I'm
sure you'll all be fascinated to learn
that your president was a member of
the Scottish Surf Team during his
school
days!
Explosive
laughter
followed this revelation. "There were
only 12 of us," says Phil. "I was encased
in Neoprene like a penguin and could
only waddle over the snow to the water
in boots, hood and full diving gear, The
water was four degrees!"

"He took me straight back up and
threw me off again. I soared for about
an hour and I was terrified for the
entire hour. I remember thinking I
can't do it if I'm going to continue
being this scared."
But Phil did continue. He had a job at
night and went down every day it was
on which, he says, seemed to be every
day. He clocked up about 400 hours in
his first year.

Still at Aberdeen Grammar School,
Phil applied for British Airways and got
through to the last 12 of about 5000
applications, only to learn that he had
failed science, "That put the mockers
on my career as an airline pilot."
Nothing daunted, he went to catering
college which brings us back to where
this 'potted' biography began, He
came to Australia in 1973 at the age of
23, via Perth and Melbourne, finally
ending up in Surfers Paradise in 1975
waiting table and surfing, knocking
back the unwelcome attentions of the
restaurant
manager
and
getting
sacked. Fate can take some strange
twists .....
His replacement, John Ogden, was
determined that Phil was going to fly ....
"He threw me off a 15' sand dune twice.
The next morning at Sam he towed me
up to 500' behind a bush buggy, I went
prone on my first flight. He was
shouting something at me as I came in
to land and at 30' I stalled completely
and drove in - I was picking sand out of
every orifice of my body for about two
weeks but I knew what a stall was after
that!
"John, I learnt later, was shouting 'pull
the bar in'. I couldn't hear him and I
certainly didn't do what he said, that's
for sure!"
Despite this total lack of cooperation
on Phil's part, John Ogden was
determined to make a flier out of him.
The following morning he drove Phil to
Byron Bay and Tallows Beach.
"It was blowing easily 25 knots, and
raining," Phil remembers. "He threw
me off the top of Tallows. That was in
the pre-ramp days. I pulled the bar

Recognise the curls!

John Ogden was a competition pilot
and, basically, Phil followed him to all
the competitions. The first was at
Thredbo where he jumped off the top
of Crackenback, landing in the
turbulence of the Alpine Hotel down
the bottom. It was just nine months
after first being pushed off a sand hill
and he came twelth in the competition.
A highlight was 1977 at Mt Elephant in
Victoria when he and Ricky Duncan, to
the surprise of every pilot on the hill,
went up to 800' above the hill in a
thermal. It had never been seen before
in Australian competition.
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In both 78 and 79 Phil went to Europe
and the US, winning the British Open
in 78. The 78/79 season saw Phil, Steve
Moyes and John Ogden beat everyone
in Europe and the United States. "Our
gliders were so much better we
annihilated them. It was just no
contest."
He and John were based in Spain,
making Moyes hang gliders at the
time. Phil went back to Britain to make
a hang gliding film in July, 1979, and it
was during this time that John was
killed.
Not surprisingly Phil decided not to
return to Spain. Instead he returned to
Australia, and in January 1980 started
Uni, doing biochemistry.
"It took me until 1986 to get my
degree," he says, "because I got
waylaid by a bushband for two years,
and various hang gliding com petitions,
including the Australian Nationals in
1981 which I won."
Right back in the early days Phil had
been doing some teaching - on The
Spit at Surfers, in Spain and in Britain.
To help him get through uni he started
his first school in 1980. It became
Albatross Soaring in 1981 and took its
present name Airspace in 1982.
1983 saw him achieve seventh in the
World Championships at Tegelberg in
Germany. This was the same year that
Steve Moyes won the championships,

A GRIMY "TEAM INTELLIGENT" A T PARKES (JUDY, PHIL & DA VE PETRIE)

and Phil was one of the victorious
Australian team with Steve, Rick
Duncan and Ian Jarman.
It compensated for an event five years
earlier at Telluride in America when he
became hypoxic at 19000'. "I lost 30
minutes and came to at about l4000'. It
took me about five minutes to realise
which hemisphere I was in, then I
realised I was in a competition coming
first. I had blown miles off course and
finally landed about a mile from the
landing area. I lost the competition.

Australia lost the team championship
because of me. Some people had put a
lot of money on us too, so I wasn't very
popular!"
1983 saw Phil as secretary of
NSWHGA. In 84 and 85 he was
president of NSWHGA. In 1986 he was
elected secretary of HGFA and
became president this year.
And what
objectives:

are

his

thoughts

and

"I feel that we are losing the respect we
had gained from the DOA and other
air space users through the many
meetings we had with them, by
irresponsible trike pilots openly
flaunting their illegal trikes and it galls
me that we have put so much work in
to see it lost by the irresponsible few. I
still believe that the HGFA should take
on trikes as soon as possible so that we
can better organise trike fliers.
''I'm
equally
disappointed
that
irresponsible actions by pilots flying
outside our airspace is potentially
causing closure of great flying sites
such as Mt Tamborine, and are also
severely jeopardising our chances of
getting our applications to fly to 20000'
OCT A accepted.

PHIL AND DA VE SETTING UP AT "SIL VER ROW"

"If you want to fly outisde airspace
limits go fly in competitions where we
generally get exemptions to fly to
20000' anyway."
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Paul "Mollo" Mollison
vicepresident and definitely the guru
of hang gliding when it comes to
the academics.
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towards the HGFA executive were not
necessarily competition pilots. The
competition pilots felt the HGFA
wasn't representing the interests of
those who wanted to take part in
comps.
Never one to shirk a task, Paul took on
the job and has been involved in the
organisation of comps ever since. In
fact he was assisting with comps as far
back as 1977.
As well as being vice-president of the
HGFA and a member of the
Competitions Advisory Committee, he
runs the Cross Country League and is
assistant meet director for the World
championshi ps.

Mollo's first introduction to hang
gliding was seeing Bill Moyes flying at
shows. He decided it was 'definitely the
go', but was at uni at the time and
decided to finish that first.
He may have shelved things for a while
but he certainly hadn't forgotten. Uni
completed, Mollo decided to build his
own hang glider and was leafing
through the Yellow Pages for
aluminium when his eyes lighted on
aircraft...
C-Mac was operating Macdonald
Hovering Craft at the time and Paul
wasted no time in buying canvas and
aluminium from him and building his
first hang glider.
He went to the sand hills at Stockton
and says, "It flew eventually!"
He has been president of Newcastle
HGC for years plus a variety of other
positions including newsletter editor
and competition organiser.
He was founding convenor of the
Competitions Advisory Committee
formed at the Nationals a few years
ago. It was formed, he explains,
because many people migrating
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BERNIE BAER - yes it is the same
Bernie Beer that many of you
know, he's
just changed
the
spelling a little!
Bernie is now
safely installed in Sports House
and doing a first rate job of taking
over the reins - or should that be
getting into harness.

It's not too surpnsmg that Forrest
Park (secretary), took up hang
gliding - he's tried quite a variety
of "adventure sports" including
abseiling,
parachuting,
wind
surfing - even rodeos for four years
while a jackaroo.
He still does a little rock climbing and
some wind surfing but since 1980, when
he first started hang gliding, it has
been number one.
He went virtually straight from flying to
instructing although he did fly in a
couple of comps - his first was the
Cooplacurripa Cup where he finished
ninth, then the State titles in '85, but
was out of action for '86 after a bike
accident.
In 1985 he became an official
instructor and took over the Free Flight
School of Hang Gliding from Brian
Hayhow (who now co-owns Enterprise
Wings). Free Flight was at Kumell, but
soon after starting there Forrest
teamed up with Bruce Bareham and
the two went into partnership, and they
moved inland to teach winch towing.

Although he's only 32, Bernie already
has two decades of flying experience to
look back on. Brought up on a farm in
Mildura he was constantly drawn to
the airstrip where a neighbouring
farmer kept his sailplane.
Wistful
expressions and many hours of
watching eventually paid dividends.
The sailplane owner asked Bernie if
he'd like to go flying. He never looked
back and made his first solo flight at
just 14 years of age.
A move to Melbourne put pay to
sailplaning but the year was 1976 and
hang gliding was becoming more
prominent. Naturally Bernie had to
"give it a go". As he modestly puts it, "I
got into it pretty quickly."
That's an understatement - he broke
the Australian distance record with a
100kms flight at the first Mt Buffalo
comps and was a member of the
Australian team that flew in America
in 1980.

In 85/86 he was safety director of the
NSW committee. This year he is on
the HGFA Towing sub-committee and
the
coaching
and
safety
subcommittee.
Last but not least he is a committee
member of NBHC, a position he has
held for three years.
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But perhaps he's best known for
introducing the new system of tow
launching
in
Australia,
literally
opening up new horizons for crosscountry flying. After 18 months and
thorough testing, in 1984 he organised
the first Flatlands - now an annual
event.

Martyn
Yeomans
started
hang
gliding in 1976 because he had
always wanted to - and what better
,reason could there be!

He was the convenor of the Hunter
Valley Sports Aviation Council, is
president/ secretary of various hang
gliding, ultralight, trike and sailplane
clubs and committees.

Denis
Cummings
HGFA
representative for the FAI and also
on the Tow and Trike SubCommittees.
Name it and Denis seems to have
flown it, designed it or introduced itand all in the last 11 years.

The nature and cost of hang gliding
appealed to him so he took himself off
to Kurnell with TASSA (self soar
association). He became president the
same year, and again in 1977.
Displaying a talent for quiet and
thorough organisation he also became
president of the fledgling NSWHGA.
He was editor of Airwaves for a time in
1979/80, and editor of Skysailor for a
year from June '84.
One of the organisers of the '87 Buffalo
World Masters, he is also on the
committee for 1988.
This year he is treasurer of HGFA and
still closely associated with various
working committees.
His aim: "To see better acceptance of
hang gliding by the rest of the aviation
community, and working through
NAP AC to increase our access to
airspace to 20000 .. ·.

He flies hang gliders, ultralights, trikes
and sailplanes, and as if that's not
enough - powered aircraft any time he
can get behind the control panel.
appetite
for
With a
voracious
mastering anything in the field of
engineering
(he's
an
electronics
engineer by profession) he was
responsible for the development of the
DC tow load meter and other
electronic equipment for hang gliders,
and of course the production of those
latest in flight glasses - 01 Eagles Eyes.
A keen amateur meteorologist, it's
reflected in his choice of places to fly.
It obviously pays dividends too. In
1984 he went to Alice Springs to
attempt to break world record s. In
November '84 he set the first triangle
record by flying the world's largest
triangle in a hang glider. He set four
Australian records at the same time.
He broke his own world triangle
distance record at Parkes the following
year. In April 86 he set the speed and
25km record and in January, 1987 set
the world record for speed around a
50km triangle.

Chris Boyce definitely didn't need
to be coerced into hang gliding.
He first saw hang gliding off Rex's
Lookout on a visit to Cairns in
1976.
He promptly went back to
Alice Springs and bought his first
high
performance
hang
glider
which was a Wings Ranger.
As Chris says, .. It had a really bad tip
stalling characteristic and after about
the third flight I totalled it !"
Not to be deterred, Chris leafed
through one of the early Skysailors,
rang the Moyes factory in Sydney and
Bill sent a glider up to Alice. At the
same time Chris sent off for the latest
in hang gliding books by Dennis Pagan
and with glider, and a Pagan book
under one arm, he continued.
He decided things still weren't going as
they should so in about 1978, went to
Adelaide and flew with the South
Australian guys who were instrumental
in giving him quite a few guidelines to
follow, and he had his first soaring
flight while there.
He went back to Alice and until 1981
enjoyed the best of both worlds - flying
at Alice in winter and the coast in
summer.
Because it seemed to him that
everyone had heard of Stanwell Park
he decided to pay it a visit. Obviou sly
what he saw appealed because he
moved down there and started
teaching carpentry and joinery at
He was soon
Wollongong Tech.
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ADVANCED SOARING
WEEKENDS
with
MID NORTH COAST GLIDERS

and
AIRBORNE WINDSPORTS
Mid North Coast Gliders in conjunction with Airborne Windsports is conducting
Advanced Soaring and Thermal weekends starting on the 21 st and 22nd of
November in the Mid North Coast area for advanced PR2s to PR3s.
Bunkhouse accomodation, meals and
transport to and from sites is also
provided with the cost of the weekend.
For more information contact
Rick or Russ Duncan at Airborne
(049) 439599
or
Lee Scott Mid North Coast Gliders
(065) 569692

"••
BOOK YOUR ACCOMMODA TION

NOW
FOR THE 1988 SWAN PREMIUM
WORLD HANG GLIDING CHAMPION·
SHIPS AT THE

PINE VALLEY CARAVAN PARK
IN THE CENTRE OF BRIGHT:

CARAVAN PARK
* CABIN VANS
* ON SITE VANS
* SITES - POWERED & UNPOWERED

FACILITIES IN THE PARK INCLUDE :
INGROUND POOL, GAS BARBEQUES, MODERN AMENITIES WITH FULL BATHROOM.

RING OWNERS GARY OR MARGARET FITRIDGE (057) 551010
OR WRITE: 7-15 CHURCHILL AVE , BRIGHT 3741

SKYSAILOR
teaching part time at Stan well Soaring
Centre, then in 1982 he started Aerial
Technics with Timmy Travers.

I

I

r

I
II
,

Other notable years were 1985 when
Chris really thought he was on the way
to meet the Grim Reaper with a
spectacular plummet while making a
movie at Warriewood.
In 1986 he went to the US and the UK
to research winch towing techniques.
He carne back and built his own winch
and developed a system which is
virtually a carbon copy of the one in
use in Europe and the UK.
Not only is he Safety Co-ordinator for
HGFA but he is also on the NSWHGC
for the third time. He is a member of
the Tow Sub-Committee and was
NSWHGC instructor co-ordinator a
coup Ie of years ago.
Chris's goal: "To see the introduction of
our new rating system which is very
important. We have to move with the
times. The existing system was fine in
years gone by but the sport has
changed dramatically and our rating
system has to change with it."

OCTOBER 1987
CONCERN
to
see
correct
instruction for towing and hill
launch
techniques
led
Bruce
Barcham to take on the position of
Instructor Co-ordinator.

Bruce, who runs the Free Bight School
of Hang Gliding jointly with Forrest
Park, started hang gliding in 1981,
having spent the previous year actively
resisting all attempts to persuade him
to do any such thing.
Having
succumbed, Bruce turned out, like so
many others, to be a natural. By 1983
he
was
instructing
with
Phil
Mathewson.
Apart from a "mild' involvment with
the Northern Beaches Hang Gliding
Club, this is Bruce's first flirtation with
HGFA committee.
He took on the job of Instructor Coordinator to help stir along the HGFA's
direction in towing - he's heavily into
winch towing.
Other aims for 1987/88?
He was
involved in the opening of Kandos as a
training area, and hopes to see more
sites opened during the next 12
months.
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CAIRNS/GILLIES COMPETITION
TOP FUN FOR TOP GUNS !!!

WANTED

BUT - NOT FOR THIS MAN ! ! ! (photo taken at Chateau
Gillies)

This well known Medal Muncher eats up our nice
trophies faster than this feed of chips you see here.
Yes folks, Graeme Etherton has won the last 3 (that's
THREE) Gillies Comps. against the cream of the South
and hot shots of Cairns.
He must be stopped, and we need YOUR help in this
year's
GILLIES COMPETITION 10TH-11TH OCTOBER, 1987.
Bring your machines, your entry fee ($30.00) and yer
wimminfolk and have a ball at Australia's most terrific,
split-level, hang gliding lodge (toilet, hot showers, stone
fire-place, on-site camping, booze and tucker at the
ramp), and fly the beautiful Cairns and Tablelands
panoramic mountains, lakes and valleys! ! !
WE GOT PRIZES, WE GOT FLYING, AND WE GOT A
VERY GOOD TIME!
(Ed. - no copies to Townsville please, Ta)
Len Miller
President CHGC
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NSWHGA STATE TITLES

This is a shortened version of a very complete report,
including photos, sent in by the Meet Director, Ian Hird.
Ian mentioned that each pilot would be sent a complete
package on receipt of the entry fee of $75 made payable to
"NSWHGA Titles 1987". His address and phone number
are as follows:
lanHird
Coolamon Drive
Coorabell NSW 2479
Ph. (066) 847328
THE AREA
Killarney is located just across the Qld border from
NSW and is 32 km SW of Warwick. There are two ways to
get there from South NSW. Probably the best route is up
the New England Highway to Tenterfield, then take the Mt
Lindesay "Highway", then turn off at Legume. Alternatively,
stay on the New England Highway to Warwick and then turn
SW to Killarney. (definitely a better road). The other route
is to take the Pacific Highway to Grafton, turn off to Casino,
then to Kyogle, Wodenbong and Legume.

4

1:250,000

1.

FACILITIES and ACCOMMODATION:
Killarney itself is a small town on the Condamine
River boasting a large sawmill and a meat processing plant.
The town has a pub, a bowling club, co-op supermarket,
service stations, chemist, several small shops including takeaways and groceries. Note that Warwick, only 20 mins drive
away, is a large provincial town with all major facilities.
The town is located just south of the W, SW and E
launches, on the edge of the flatlands with huge landing
fields all around the town making a "home goal" very easy.
Killarney has a caravan park capable of
accommodating about 30-40 people, the pub has 10 country
style rooms and the Motel has, I think, 5 units. There is
another caravan park at Queen Mary Falls, about 10 kms
from town on the road to Carrs Lookout. Warwick is
serviced by several types of accommodation.

MAPS
1:100,000

Warwick
Mt Lindesay
Drake
Bonalbo
Toowoomba
Warwick
IpSWich
Dalby
???

9341
9441
9340
9440
9242
SH56-2
SG56-14
SG56-13
SG56-9

5.

TASKS
Several preliminary routes have been examined
with the philosophy of making as many tasks triangle or out
and return courses as possible, with a goal near Killarney as
often as possible. I would like to reserve a cracking SE day
for a possible Australian record task.

2.

6.

WEATHER
The gliding club is hosting their State titles on 4th 10 Oct. Their indication is that prevailing conditions are
light SW - W, with cloudbase between 12,000 and 18,000 ft !!!
7.

SCORING SYSTEM
Pilots will be ranked into A and B Grade, with the
top 30 on the National Ladder forming A Grade. Pilots
under 100 on the Ladder will be unranked and fly in B
Grade.
The scoring formulae will be the same as the
Australian World Championship system. This differs from
the formulae used in the 87 NSW Titles and the 87 World
Masters in that Field Place points have been deleted.
8.

3.

SITES
We will have 4 launches available, 3 on Sunday
Plains which is a half hour drive from Killarney and at Carrs
Lookout also a half hour from town. All launches are blessed
with huge grassy setup areas and all are suitable for open
window launch format.
Launch References (1:100,000 - Warwick)
Sunday Plains (lOOOm AMSL, 500m AGL)
A)
East (takes ENE - SE)
B)
West (takes NW - WSW)
C)
South (takes WSW - S)

MP355705
MP345697
MP335685

Carrs Lookout (1020m AMSL, 420m AGL)
D)
North (takes WSW - S)

MP430697

ENTRY FEE
Ian has set up a database for pilot registration and
can take entries immediately. The fee is $65 and cheques
should be made payable to "NSWHGA Titles 1987"
The address for entries and lan's phone number
are at the beginning of this article.
It should be noted that the Convention 87 passed a motion
stating that the 1988 Nationals should be held in Qld around
October so this competition is ostensibly a pre-run of the "88
Nationals.
I would like to thank Ian Hird, Wayne Lee et al for the
prodigious amount of work they have already put into the
organising of this competition in such a short time.
Phil Mathewson - President
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The Organisers of the 1988 Corryong Cup will offer $1000
reward to the first ten pilots in the hunt for the coveted
Corryong Cup.
The compo will be held over the 15th, 16th, 17th and 18th of
January 1988, dependent on a concession to the ANO
concerning licenced aerodromes. A submission has been
sent to the Vic. Director of Sport Aviation to obtain this
concession for the Cup and the "Worlds".
If you can still remember leaping off 3000' mountains to

thermal to 9000' over the grandeur of Australia's High
Country you were probably at Corryong last year. If you
dream of this sort of flying you had better come to Corryong
this year!
The Cup is held in and around the Corryong Valley, and can
harness a number of take offs to get you up there with the
eagles. For those of us facing the prospect of the wrath of
our families to go on yet another 'bloody hot, dusty, boring'
hang gliding comp., why not become a considerate family
type pilot and turn south, once west of the divide, for
Corryong?
As well as the famous Bringenbrong campsite on the
Murray River, complete with yabbies, trout, canoeing,
swimming and shady willows, there are three caravan parks,

16

three camping grounds, motels, guesthouses and hostels to
support any number of tastes and populations of supportive
kin-folk. Alternative to flying the area offers - windsurfing,
trout fishing, canoeing, whitewater rafting, horse riding, golf,
tennis, squash, bush walking the splendour of the mountains
and Dorothy MacKellar.
As the sites are somewhat demanding it is of necessity, a
PR4 compo but PR3's with previous 'logged' experience in
cross country thermal conditions (with that log signed off by
a safety officer) would be quite welcome.
Last year we had an informal gathering of - OZZIES,
SEPPO'S, POMMIES, DANISH PASTRIES and WOGS +
offspring, leading to an interesting yet mellow compo where
all pilots assisted in the running of the compo allowing the
meet head to get a flight. It is hoped that an even more
technicolour, cosmopolitan crew will attend the next Cup so
we can have an even better time.
Any enquiries should be directed to myself on (042) 96 7796
or Glenn Wilson on (060) 76 1333. Please come and have a
good time. Watch Skysailor for further details.
Stay safe but stay up!
Harry Docking.

12. In what situations would you use the following speeds:
a) min. sink speed
b) best glide speed
c) max. speed.
(3)
13. What conditions are suitable and what precautions
wou1d you take before attempting your first 3600 tum?
(1)
14. In a wind. gradient what is the diHeren<:E between an upwind
and downwind tum?
(2)
15. How would you vary your turn technique for the
following:
a) 1800 tum in a narrow lift band
b) crabbing tum in a narrow lift band
c) shallow banked 360" tum in front of hill
d) shallow banked 360'" turn in no wind
e) 27il"figure-of..,;ght landing approach tum.
(4)
16. Describe the simple visual check you can use to oonfirm your
glide clearan<:E over obstacles eg.. trees and power lines. (1)

INTERMEDIATE THEORY
AERODYNAMICS
1.

Pa. . . 30138

Define the following terms:
a) centre of pressure
b) centre of gravity
c) wing loading
d) induced drag
e) parasitic drag
f) wash-out
g) angleofaltad<
II) camber
i) relative airflow
j) chord
k) span
1) ..alling angle of attad<
m) LID
n) glide angle

found?

NAVIGATION

27. List the units of measurement used in air navigation for
speed, distance, din!ction and heighL

(2)

(4)

28. WAC, vrc, VEe and Natmaps are all used for visual air
navigation. Give the relevent features fOWld on each and
how you would use them to plan a XC llighL

(3)

3. Describe the effect. on stall speed of an increase and dettease
inthefoU~

a) weight
c) altitude.
4.

b) angle of bank
(3)

Describe the effed on glide angle of the followmg;
a) weight
b) aUspeed
c) wmd direction
d) altitude.

(4)

6.

Why is it ronsidered. safer to drop out of 'prone' into 'hang'
during the last SO' of descent to landing?
(1)

8.

How are air speed and stall speed related. to G-loading? (1)

9.

Yourgliderhaodevelopedalefttum. DescribeoomepollOible
causes and remedies.
(3)

AN.R.o

(2)

from the aU?

(2)

charts that allow XC navigation to take placr. What
navigation problems are associated. with these?

(6)

33. Whatilltheaocepted standard approadt pattem for
a) hang glide.. in tight field landings
b) unobstructed l2;; for hang gliders
c) general aviation aerodromes?
EMERGENCIFS

1.

PUIJ= 31140

a) still wind

b) _ng wmd.

(3)

35. You lose a thermal in moderate wind. What strategies

b) AN.a..

c) HGFA manual of procedwes
d) NOfAMS
.)Lj.R'..
11. List VMC ronditions above and belowSOOO' AMSl.

(5)

(1)

36. You are climbing in a thermal from ridge lift in mod. strong

wind. You cannot Oy tailwind due to alack ol lancling
What factors will you oonsider u to when to leave
thethennal andrelurn upwIDd to the ridge front?

(3)

5.

(2)

37. You have made an error of judgement and are about to land
tailwind in a >8 knot wind. What would you do to minimise
the chance of an accident?
(2)

13. DefinealtimetrytennAreaQNH. How wouldyouoetyour
altimeter to this setting?
(1)

3S.

METEOROLOGY

PUll =23130
15. Recognise from a series of photos supplied. the various doud
types and describe the flying conditiono and dangers
associated. with each type.
(4)
16. Definetheterms:
a) isobar

~~~Mh:t

b) lapse rate
d} warm front
f) trough

(6)

17. Describe the hazards that could be enoountered when flying
in the vicinity of a thunderstorm and state the precautions
that should be taken to minimise their effect.
(2)

18. Explain the cause of sea breezes. Describe the conditions
which p'omote their development How far inland could
you expect sea breezes?
(2)
19. Whatiscloudsuck? what dangers are involved?
(2)

20. Explainkatabatic airflow and where and when it would
(2)

21. What isconvergencr: and where is it likely to oa:ur7

(2)

22. Why do some thermals produce cumu1ua clouds and others
not?
(1)
23. How does lapse rate influence thermal conditions7

(1)

24. Describe the formation, development and physical
characteristics of thennals.

(2)

4.

area&

12. Recall circumstances and minimwn heights at which a hang
glider may beOown
a) in crA
b) OCTA
c) over populated areas
d) around airpor15.
(4)

14. What are the rules of the air for thermalling? How do they
differfor sailplanes?
(1)

2.

3.

would you use to relocate the therma.l?

~ :n~~~~=~::r!lou take landing in strong

6.

8.

9.

(18

Define the following terms:
a) angle ofattad<
b) camber
c) lift
d) drag
e) relative airflow
f) wash-out.
How do you reoognisea stall (with ref. to control,
ain;peed and bar pre&6UreS)?
How is a stall related. to angle of attack and wash-out?
What happens to lift ,drag and airflow over the wing as
angle ofattad< mcrea.es?
How do the follOwing affect. stall speed
a) pilot weight
b) angle of bank ?
Whydoesthegliderrecoverfromastall?

EMERGENCIFS

(2)

41. What does VB stand. for? What is the effed. ofa VB device
(on and. off) on
a) roll
b) T/O
c) landing set up and landing
d) soaring in marginal lift dose to the hill
(6)
e) glide angle

10.

11.

1:::"'-'1;!

43. How long do the residual effects of the following drugs last
and how would they affect your flying?
a) aloohol
b) marijuana.
(2)

A~Yi\amI",!•••••••• ·•• ·

See front for theory score sheet and signatures

(2)

~)~:Ve~:;,~~t?

(5)
(1)

24. What do the initials VEe stand for and why is a VEe
Unport.nt?
25. What are the height limits for a hang glider
a) outsidecontroUed airspace (OCTA)
b) inside oontroUed. airspa<:E (CfA)
c) over built up areas.
26. What are the restrictions on flying around airports ?

(3)
(3)
(2)
(3)

(2)
(2)

Pua = 2012.5

(2)

(3)

(2)

Pass =20115

METEOROLOGY

following situations?
a) .tall ITom straight and levelilight
b) stall in a tum towards and close to the hill
c) sta1l10' off the ground
d) downwind stall, glider facing hill, remvery powble
{) downwind stall, glider facing hill, recovery
Unpo ..ible.
(5)
What do you do to minimise accidents in the following
situations?
a) you are about to overshoot the beach and land in the surf
b) you are about to land in trees.
(2)
You've dropped. out of the lift and your landing choices are
trees, rooo, surf, water, tailwind to the beach. Us! in order
of priority and explain your decisions. What additional
fadors may influence your decision?
(3)
What is wind gradient? How and when does it affect your
glider? HOW'doyoucopewithit?
(2)
How do winS tip vortices affect flying and how do they
relate to ground effect1
(2)

42. What is the reoommended time between parachute repacks?
What factors would redU<:E this time?
(2)

44. What are the priorities of first aid7

Pus = 2OI2S

23. Define oontrolled. airspacr.

Pus = 12115

7. What is the effect and recovery proredure from the

~. ~;.ar~C;~ut~~~s:r:n~::;:~:::::!l~ed~)
40. How are the following laundt situations likely to affect
your take off in light, strong and cross--wind. oonditions?
a) a raised ramp
b) a limBed length run to a "eep drop
c) a passage rut out of a treed. ridge
d) a shallow slope
e) a shallow slope to a steep drop
f) asteepslope
g) a cleared. run cut above a treed ridge
h) car/winch surface tow
i) aero-tow laundt.

I

NOVICE THEORY

I AERODYNAMICS

(3)

34. What diffirultieswould you enrounter and how would you
cope with launchi.na in sheer cliff take offs in

PUII=l1/U

10. Explain the use of the following;
a)

FUGIIT RULFS AND PROCEOURFS

17. Whati. HGFA arodent reporting prooedure?
(2)
18. Give the rules of the air.
(5)
19. WhatisanA.N.O. and mA.N.R? Where would you find
the AN.D. that applies to hang gliding?
(2)
20. What additional equipment is mandatory over 300' AGL1(1)
21. Define the altimetry term QNH? How would you set an
al~er to this oetting?
(2)
22. What do the initialsVMCstand for and what are VMC

31. Give ways you amId pick wind direction and strength in
llighta) inland
b)ontheco....
(4)

(6)

7. Whal is a spin.. how isit caused and how do you recover? (2)

FUGIIT RULFS AND PRDCEDURFS

19. Before attemptmgto fly downwind from a ridge, what
fadors must you oonsider? What is the min. safe height
above the ridge for attempting this?

32. Name six man made or natural features shown on map and.

b) lift
d) stronger headwind
f) tailwind

PUll =17122

30. What factors do you oonsider when choosing a landing site

5. How would you adjust your airspeed. to achieve best glide in
the following:
a)nilwmd
c) light headwind
e) sink

(4)

(14)

b) sail area

d) angle aI attack.

(2)

26. Describe the follOwing phenomena and the dangers
involved. in each:
a) ITontallift
b) wind shear
c) lee-side rotor
d) wave lift

2. Describe the effect ol the following fadors on the lift and
drag of a wing:
a) air density
c) airspeed

25. What is an inversion layer and. when is one likely to be

27. Describe airflow over the follOwing terrain with ref. to
lift. sink, turbulence and aosswind and with empha.si.s on
take off and landing strategy:
a) round topped ridge
b) sheer cliff fa(%
c) long ridge with gaps
d) fiattopped plateau .
(8)
28. Desaibe at least three environmental indicators you
could use to indicate wind strength and direction
a) on a coastal site
b) at an inland site.
(3)
19. Under what circu.mstances would take off and landing
wind directions be different?
(1)
30. What met. factors would you oonsider before deciding to
fly?
(3)
31. Whilst flying. how would you notice and what would be
the effect ol the foUowing change of conditions:
a) increasing wind strength
b) drop in wmd strength
c) change of wind direction
d) approach of squall or storm
e) increase in thermal activity
f) start ofa katabatic airllow.
(3)
32. What is turbulence and list sorne likely causes?
33. Howistheforceofthewindrelatedtoit5velocity?
(1)
34. Explain why terrain-induced turbulence increases with
increased wind velocities.
(2)
35. Whatis the safest speed to flyin turbulence? Why?
(1)
36. What are the dangers of flying near cloud?
(2)
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HANG GLIDING FEDERATION of AUSTRALIA
R508 /161 GloucesterSl Sydney2000. Tel(02)2512704

a) To certify that the pilot has reached an HGFA approved level of competency.
b) To ensure that the pilot has developed sufficient skills, experience and knowledge to allow
him/her to fly safely without instructor supervision at suitably rated sites.
c) To ensure an acx:eptable knowledge of flight rules, procedures and HGFA regulations.

Aims :

PIlDTS NAME.
HGFANo.
ADDRESS
INSTRUCTOR DECLARATION: L (inst ructor's name)
the above pilot has completed all the requirements of this rating to an acceptable level
SIGNED

HANG GLIDING FEDERATION of AUSTRALIA

INTERMEDIATE

R508/ 161 GloucesterSl Sydney2000. Tel(02)2512704

RATING FORM

Aims :

a) To broaden the pilot's experience in sites, knowledge, X/C skills, flying skills, air law and navigation.
b) To ensure that the pilot has a safe and responsible aHitude to his/her flying and fellow pilots and all
other users of airspaCE.

PIlDTSNAME. __________________________________

HGFA No. ____ _ ___
ADDRESS __________________________________________________________

HEREBY CERTIFY that

EXAMINER DECLARATION : L (Examiner's name)

HEREBY CERTIFY that

the above pilot has completed all the requirements of this rating to an acceptable level

DATE

SIGNED
STUDENTCERTlFlCA TE (instructor
1.

Oate

Instrudor.

Cor-redly sets up and breaks down glider. harness and all other equipment

used and prepares glider for transport.
2.

PRACTICAL SKILLS (any SO or Adv. pilot can sign om

Conedly pre-flight <he&. the glider and hame...nd underolandt the
reasons far the chedc.s.

3.

Correctly assesses amditions for suitability.
Shows amsistently good take-eff technique from hill-laundt in nil wind.

5.

Shows am.. stently good take-off technique fromhilllaunch in mod. wind.
Shows amsistently good take-off technique fromhilliaunch in alighdy
ao55ed wind.

7.

.'

. "",

.

Dare

Signature

HGFA No.

Date

approach on final leg egonarrow beach landing.
3. Two competent wire-.assisted. launches in moderate winds showing
clear signals to wire men.

. ...

NOVICE (Adv. pilot or instructor can sign)
8.

Shows mmpeten~ and. mnfiden(E in turning flight up to 18()C>.

9.

Shows mrred recovery from mild stall

4. Pilot demonstrates ability to cope with moderately crowded
conditions (at observer's discretion, depending on site).

Foot Tow

LOG and FLI GHT TEST ( SO can sign om

Shows mnsistently good landing teduUque in light wind, showing good
approach speed and strong flare.

5. Log shows min. 0(25 flying days and 25 hoursairtlrne.

11.

Shows mnsistently good landing technique in moderate wind. showing
confident ground. handling and. mrnrl "parking" and exit from glider.

6. Log shows two flights with at least SOO' terrain clearance.

12.

Shows good ability to plan and set up a landing approach into a predetermined landing area.

13.

Has logged 2 flights from at least 200' AGL

14.

Has at least sUr logged days each showing pmn&. flights of minimum
20 minutes off a tow. OR20 m.im.ltessoaringonahillover3OO'
OR 10 minutes soaring on a hill less than 300'.

10.

HGFANo

2. Two competent landings in moderate winds involving a cross wind

Demonstrates good directional rontrol and shows ability to fly glider at

the

Signature

1. Two competent launches and landings in moderate winds.

4.
6.

DATE

HCFANo.

7. Log shows at least four different flying sites flown.
8. Shows confident, correct skills as follows :

- Good ground handling.
- Smooth, strong take-off (no nose pop).
- Smooth transition to soaring.

NOTE tlut.J.n instructor musl siRn off .II lent one of the sO.J.ring fliR,hta:

- Good oontrol close to hill.
STUDENT LOG (must show at least 12 days and 50 flights)

- Utilises lift effidently in the prevailing conditions.

"Skill
D.J.le

Supervisor

Wind/Site

Fli Rhta:

Comments

TID

Land

Fit

- Does precise 360" turns both steep and shallow both left and right.
- Lands in pre-determined landing area using appropriate height loss
manoevres and approach as would be used in a tight field landing.
9. SO is of the opinion that the pilot has demonstrated a safe and
responsible aHitude to hang gliding and other airspace users.

When completed, send this

(Olm

to HGFA.

The rating shall not be deemed completed until the pilot has received notification from HGFA.
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12 Volt Ni-cad Charger for the car
Charge your AM or UHF-FM batteries directly from your car's cig. lighter socket. Safe
for continuous use. Full charge for flat batteries in 15 hrs. $58.00 (incl. P&P)

12 Volt Gel-cell Charger for the car
Charge your 12-volt gel-cell battery directly from the car's cig. lighter socket. Full
charge in 12 hours.
(Let me know your battery size when ordering).
Safe for
continuous use. $63.00 (incl. P&P)

"TOW GEAR"
DC TOW LOAD - Towing Tension Meter - With safety over-tension warning buzzer
$162.00 (incl. P&P) *Bridles - $31.50 (incl. P&P) *Weak link twine - $8.00/roll (incl. P&P)
* 5mm Tow Rope in rolls of 250m (800') - $30.00/roll (freight extra - p .o.a.)

- flight glasses
UV and Blue filtered for enhanced vision in the air, while providing protection from the harmful UV
rays. See article in "Hang Gliding" - Aug 1986. Special safety frames selected for strength and protection.
Wrap - around frame reduces "wind-in-the-eyes" CR 39 lenses for strength and shatter-proof properties.
Plain optical lenses - $96.00 (incl. P&P) Prescription lenses - plus $25.00
(All work done by registered, approved and certified optical dispenser). Dealer enquiries welcomed.

BORGELT V ARIOS with SPEED COMMAND
Mike Borgelt's variometers, altimeters, speed commands and gliding/navigation computers are sold and
used world-wide by glider pilots. They are "state-of-the-art" precision instruments. Up till now, they
have been used by only a few hang glider pilots (nav. computer excluded), because of their size, weight and
power consumption. Now Mike and I have collaberated on an instrument pack which will best suit hang
glider pilots. They contain all the functions found in the "better" hang gliding instrument packs.
- Air Speed Indicator (Digital)
- Total Energy Variometer (Digital or Analogue Meter)
- 10 feet increment Altimeter (Digital and fully compensated)
- Variable Pitch (and pulse-rate: up only) audio.
In addition, they are switchable to :
-Netto variometer (displays the rate of rise or fall of the air through which you are flying).
- 30 sec. averager (displays your 30 sec Average rate of climb or descent).
- Speed command (an audio signal which is used when gliding between thermals. It indicates
whether you are flying at your correct (as selected) McReady speed, or whether you should speed up, slow
down, or start turning as you encounter different air movements).
Only a limited number of instrument packs will be available before the end of October 1987. They will be
first-run prototypes and may be slightly different (and not as "finished" as the eventual production-run
models). In addition, they will be at least $80 cheaper. I will be accepting deposits of $100 per unit on a
first-come first-supplied basis for both prototypes and production models. Deposits will be fully refunded
if supply is not made by 1st Nov. 1987 (prototypes) or 15th Dec. 1987 (production-run models). Full costing
has yet to be completed but Mike has guaranteed that for units sold in 1987, prototypes will not exceed $900
and production models will be $980.

TOW CLASSES:
Weekend tow classes will be held on 29th & 30th August, 19th & 20th Sept and 10th & 11th Oct 1987,
subject to bookings in advance. Camp on site. $90.00 per student. Group bookings (4-6) discounted.
INSTRUCTOR AND S.O. SEMINARS 31 OCT/1 NOV AND 26 DEC/27 DEC

Denis Cummings, "Phoenix Park"
Dights Crossing, SINGLETON 2330
PH. (065) 72 4747
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YOUR LIFE'
/[~ ~~
THREE CHOICEs f~'iI/i )
Currently you have three Parachutes
to choose from
1) BULLET AUSTRALIAN MADE

$425

2) PRO LITE American Made

$420

3) PARALOGIC 5th African Made

$395

The BULLET IS AUSTRALIAN MADE and
available direct or through H/G Agents.
The Prolite is sold by 5kysoaring Industries.
The Paralogic is sold by Aerial Technics/Moyes.
So you have a choice. But how to choose?
Price? (They are all within $30 in price) .
Performance? Size? Weight? They are similar.
Naturally we would like you to buy our Parachute, not just because its
AUSTRALIAN but because it offers you top value.

*
**
*
*
**
*
*
*
**

Its guaranteed for 12 months against faulty materials and workmanship.
Has a published rate of descent for a given load.
Is backed by a company with 20 years of Parachute knowledge .
Produced to A51822 Total Quality Control.
Offers a free integrity inspection and repack if used in an emergency.
Can be repaired locally using the originally specified materials.
Can be fitted into a remote deploy kit if you decide to do aerobatics.
Uses the latest materials to reduce weight and bulk.
Weighs only 3 lb .
In stock for immediate shipment.
Packed free ready to use with inner bag .
Free owners manual.

So when you decide you need a Parachute ask for BULLET by name.
AUSTRALIAN MADE for Australian Conditions.
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ADVANCED
RATING FORM

HANG GLIDING FEDERATION of AUSTRALIA
R 508 / 161 Gloucester Sl Sydney 2000. Tel (02) 251 2704

R508/ 161 GloucesterSl Sydney2ooo. Te1(02) 251 2704

a) To ensure that the pilot has reached a level of knowledge and proficiency in tow skills such that he/she
ean safely tow without instructor supervision.
b) To ensure that the pilot understands the potential dangers of towing and understands the 12 towing
criteria that must be followed.

Aims:

a) To ensure that a pilot is able to cope with any currently flown site in any safe oonditions and has a
standard of airmanship well above an Intermediate pilot.
b) To ensure that a pilot has increased their knowledge of air law, navigation and meteorological skills
suffidently to enable him/her to fly significant XC flights safely.

Aims :

HGFANo.

PILOTS NAME.
PILOTS NAME.

HGFANo.

TOW
ENDORSEMENT

HANG GLIDING FEDERATION of AUSTRALIA

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

row lNSfRUCTOR DECLARATION: L anstructo~s name)

EXAMINER DECLARATION:

L (Examine~s name)

HEREBY CERTIFY

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ HEREBY CERTIFY that

that the above pilot has oompleted all the requirements of this endorsement to an acceptable level.

the above pilot has oompleted all the requirements of this rating and has oonsistently demonstrated a safe and

SIGNED

LOG (Adv.

so con sign ofO

DATE

Signature

TOW PRACTICAL fIow instructor only 10 sign

HGFAN

-

.... Il'.' ........ ~ ..

~:~~~~:!"~u: :=~\tpointsto glider and

Date
2.

Pilot demonstrate. ooned.launch/Oight attitude and handling.

3-

Pilot acruevaa a pass score in theory exam. and. in the opinion of the
tow instructor is ready to attempt a high tow.

4-

Pilot ",mpletes'en (10)high tows (gr..... thsnSOO') with ",rred
..goals. release and return flight procedure.
Pilot experienCES two simulated weak link breakages and follows

Kn0'0N8 a1lBignala.

2.

Log shows at least U months membership since Intermediate
rating.

3.

Log shows at least 10 flights showing height gains in thermal

lift.
---

FLI GHT TEST ( AdvoSO can sign ofO
4.

Using a correct launch methodl pilollaunches, safely dears
hill and climbs out smoothly.

S.

Pilot demonslrates highly developed soaring skills, making
full use of available lift

6.

Pilot demonslrates ability to perform heighlloss manoevres
within a restrided area.

5.

",fTed flight/landing/';gnaI.

procedures.

6.
7.

Pilot mmpletes five (S) head-crofiSwind (about 4S0) high tows.

8.

Pilot satisfadorily understands the requirements for driving the tow
vehide/winch and demonstrate6corred
a) tension control b) signal w;.age and recognition
c) rope handling.

9.

Pilotdemonstratesabilitytotie/check/set-up a) weaklinka
b) towrope c) tension gauge/meter.

10.

Pilot demonstrates a safety-amsci.oUJ attitude towards tow launch
activities.

Pilot successfully sets up an approach in a limiled area and
lands on feet not more than 10 metres from a designated spot.

7.

om

L

Log shows at least 80 hrs airtime.

1.

DATE

SIGNED

responsible attitude to hang gliding and other airspace users.

Pilot mmpletes five (S) nil wind high tows.

TOW THEORY
QUo8 can be signed off by any Advanced pilot

8.

Pilot completes a cross country flight as follows:
a)

b)
c)

Submits flight plan for XC with regard to airspace, air law,
FSU oontad, maps, lerrain, accessibilHy, feasibility, safety,
duratio~ met. conditions and possible development.
Pilot plans and completes such a flight task involving the use
of alleast 4 thermal/ glide sequences.
Pilot carries, utilises and maintains the equipment necessary
for reguiar XC flights, including appropriate FSU conlaet,
charts and maps, and has welllhought-OUl emergency
procedures.

(3)

10. When should you release while under tow? Desaibethe
situations, the reasons and the signals to the driver.
(3)

break?

(3)

Why do you use. (short) lead ...? Discuss length and diL

(3)

11 . Describe the precautions to be taken when towing in a
ao&&-wind:

1.

Describe the operation of the '"Slc.yting" bridle.

2.

Why IJU.lst you use a weak link7 At what load should it

3-

4- Why must there be stretch in the tow rope? About how much
it; needed? What types and siu(s) of rope can be used?
(6)
5. Describe the additional loads on a glider while under tow. (3)
6. list the basic "Skyting" criteria. Describe how each ia:

(12

controlled in practi<r.

7.

Desai.be the steps to betaken in the f!Vent of a release
malfunction on:
a) ar1ilwindday

b) a windy day.

8.

Desa;be the steps to betaken when. weaklink bn.aks.

9.

What are the signals between driver and. pilot:
a) before launch

(3)
(3)

b) 'oofast?

DATE

(3)

14. Describe tow driving procedures, with reference to tow
rope tensioo., signals and rope handling.
(6)

(8)

The rating shall not be deemed completed until the pilot has received notification from HGFA.
TIffiORY SCORE

13. At what speed should you fly while under tow? What
happens if you fly ,
a) too slowly

.) the pilot und ... tow
b) the tow cu.

c) before and after release

d) during.rel.... mallundion?

(3)

12. Describe the effects of too much pilot input while under
(3)
tow.

lS. Di.sruss the effed of a noticable wind gradient on:

b) during launch

Whon rompleled, send this form 10 HGFA.

a) .tlaunch
b) during climb
c) at release.

row INSTRUCTOR

When compleled, send this form 10 HGFA.
The raling shall nol be doemed romplclcd unlillhe pilot has received notificalion from HGFA.

(3)

ADVANCED THEORY
P... = 8111

AERODYNAMICS

1. Define the following:
b) wing loading
a) asped ratio
d) induced drag
c) parasite drag
tipstall
e) high speed stall
g) dihedral/anhedral h) sweep
j) true airspeed
(5)
i) indicated airspeed
2. Draw a diagram showing the equilibrium of forces on
a hang glider in:
a) straight and level flight
b) turning flight.
(2)

o

3. What is the effed of a VB device (on and 010 on:
a) frame dthedral
b) wash oot
c) handling
d) performance
e) T/0 and landing
0 bridle lines.

(3)

4. How woold rain on the sail affect handling and
performance?

(1)

FLIGHT RULES AND PROCEDURES

P ... = 4/5

5. From a VEC, answer the following.:

a) How can you differentiate oontrolled airspace
from unoontrolled airspace?
b) What does a grey area ''LL FL 160" indicate?
c) What does ''CTR ()'3000" indicate?
d) What woold yoo need to do if you wished to fly

from a site inside the area marked on the VEe with a

red boondary ''R592B ()'10000''?

(4)

6. Describe the radio procedure you would use to
(1)
report yoor position to a pick up car following yoo?
METEOROLOGY

P... = 16121

7. You are flying at 5000' at the top of an inversion and
hearthe drone of engines but can't spot the plane.
What do you do to increase the chances of seeing
and being seen?
(1)

14. A large high pressure system is centred over
NSW /VIC border. The isobars show a fairly
uniform shape except a dip toward the south
along a line from central west Qld to central NSW.
What does this dip indicate and what are the
likely developments the next day along the
eastern seaboard, the great divide, the central
west of NSW and Qld, nth Vic and other places
west of the "dip'?
a)
15. What is the nature of thermal lift early in the day
(average Aust. conditions)?
(1)

16. What air causes the most severe turbulenre:
stable or unstable?

(1)

17. Rate the following in order of stability:
a) dry/cold airmass
b) warm/dry airmass
c) warm/moist airmass
d) cold/moist airmass?

(1)

18. What is trigger temperature?

(1)

19. Define the terms 'dry adiabatic lapse rate',
and 'thermal lapse rate'.

(1)

20. On a mean sea level synoptic chart of Australia
showing typical synoptic situations for given
seasons, identify :
a) high and low pressure systems
b) warm and cold fronts
c) isobars
d) a tropical revolving storm.
e) a trough
wind direction around highs and lows.
Match each of these features with a description of
the associated general weather characteristics.
(3)

o

21. From the Stuve diagram and met. conditions
supplied forecast the thermal developments for
the day.
(2)
NAVIGATION

Pass = 4/5

8. What is the possible significance of of aho-cumulus
eloods early in the day?
(1)

22. Mark a position whose latitude and longitude are
given on a a) a Natmap b) WAC .
(1)

9. What is the difference between over-<levelopment
and over-clouding and how might they affed soaring
strategies?
(1)

23. Using the WAC and VECsupplied, describe a
feasible VFR XC flight from the T /0 and landing
nominated by the SO. Reference should be made
to depth of convedio~ wind direction and
strength, emergency and retrieval/out landings,
lift sources, grid references of T /0, landing,
straight line distance flown to the nearest tenth of
a kilometre, compass bearings to follow and
groond related features .
(4)

10. Recognise from a series of photos supplied the
various cloud types and describe the flying
conditions and dangers (if any) associated with each
type and the levels at which they may be found.
(3)

11. What techniques are used to utilise wave lift?

(1)

12 What is a dust devil (willy willy) and what causes it to
form? Why are they more likely to form in dry
conditions? At what height should you enter one (if
at all)?
(1)

13. Under total cloud rover what cloud formations and
types may hold hope of convective lift?
(1)

EMERGENCY

Pass = 3/4

24. How would you increase your chances of being
found if you landed in tigre rountry or were
inpred outlanding?

a)

25. What are hypoxia and hypothermia and how
would you recognise the symptoms?

a)

SKYSAILOR
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We feel the holder of the Dan
Racanelli trophy may consider himself
the world champion freestyle hang
glider pilot.
Entry fee is $50.00 and final date of
entry is 23/12/87.

~
1988
(:J
~ WORLD MASTERS 9~
~b
"~.,.

Y
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Dear Pilot
The 1988 1MB WORLD MASTERS OF
FREES1YLE HANG GLIDING will be
held at STANWELL PARK, Australia
from the 10th to 17th of January, 1988
with the 18th, 19th and 20th of January
reserved as extra competition days
should they be required due to
unfavourable weather.
The Freestyle is part of the Australian
Summer Competition circuit.
The
circuit
will
comprise
of
four
competitions. These are:
1/ The FLATLANDS held at
Parkes, NSW from Dec. 28 to Jan.
8,
1988.
2/ The FREES1YLE WORLD
MASTERS held at Stanwell Park, NSW
from Jan 10 to Jan 17, 1988.
3/ The WORLDS held at Mt.
Buffalo, Victoria from Jan 26 to Feb 13,
1988.
4/ The HARGRAVES held at
Stan well Park, NSW from Feb 20 to
Feb 28, 1988.

Accommodation in the way of a
camping area in the park has been
arranged.
We can not arrange
transport or camping equipment. We
can offer a free campsite, BBQ's,
showers and toilets. Food and drinks
will be available from the nearby
shops. Stan well Park also offers a
beautiful surfing beach with no
polution and a freshwater creek with a
great swimming hole. Horse riding
and bushwalking is also very popular
in the area.
The Compo proper will commence with
16 pilots. There will be 8 seeded pilots.
If we get more than 16 entries all the
unseeded pilots will have to fly in
qualifying flights to make the compo
To qualify ·each pilot will have one 3
minute flight and then land. The top
eight scores will make it into the event.
The seeded pilots are automatically in.
The Freestyle is not really a
competitors compo It is a spectators

competition.
It is designed to
entertain an audience. So don't plan to
stay away from Stanwell just because
you won't be competing. Come and
watch the action, and as an extra
bonus enjoy some of the nicest hang
gliding in Australia as well as the all
round delights of Stanwell Park.
All enquiries about the '1988 1MB
WORLD MASTERS OF FREESTYLE
HANG GLIDING' should be made to :
PARK COMFORT HANG GLIDING
3a Raymond Rd,
THTRROUL NSW 2515
AUSTRALIA
Phone: (042) 671880
We are looking for persons who are
interested in becoming involved with
the organisation of the Freestyle.
Many positions are required and all
are fully paid. If you will be free from
about the 8th Jan, to the 20th Jan, and
would like to be close to the action and
make some money on the side please
write to us at the above address.
Yours faithfully,
DR JOHN I COBY
COMPETITION ORGANISER

The FREESTYLE WORLD MASTERS
will offer a $7000 cash purse.
First prize will be $3000, 2nd $1500, 3rd
$800, 4th $400, 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th
places will each receive $200.
There will also be trophies for the first
four place getters and the Dan
Racanelli Memorial trophy for the
winner.
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WOMANS WORLD DISCOVERY TOUR
by Toni Noud
2ND STOP AUSTRIA
Arriving in Frankfurt 2 weeks before
the Masters was due to begin, we
made our way to Saalfelden in Austria
to stay with Drew Cooper (alias
"Harvey" and our mighty team leader)
and meet up with the rest of TEAM
OZ. Carl Braden arrived bringing our
gliders and Mark Newland, Phil
Pritchard and Rob Hibberd were also
there.
Soon we shifted to Kossen
where Steve Blenkinsop and Rick and
Russell Duncan arrived to complete
thetearn.
The weather was snow and rain and
more snow and rain, so practice was
almost non existent. There was a very
poor turn out in the female section of
the comp due most likely to the entry
fee of around $870. The boys were
flying extremely well although it was
often a lottery, as Drew put it. I
obviously didn't have a winning ticket
and blew it by bombing out on the only
day that had big points
Featuring:
- Japanese Womans Nationals, Nanyo
- World Masters, Kossen, Austria
German
Womans
Nationals,
Tegelberg
- 1st Official FAI WOMANS WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIPS, Millau, France
1ST STOP, JAPAN
Japan was a last minute decision which
meant a total change of air tickets, yet
another visa and moving our date of
departure forward by two weeks. I had
been invited along with Marie Jefferies
to fly in the Japanese Womans
Nationals - all expenses paid. It was a
3 day competition with 37 girls
partici pating.
Unfortunately the weather was unkind
with three days of very strong winds.
The first and second days were
cancelled although Marie and I waited
until 6.30 on the second day to take-off
and get an aerial view of the
surroundings. In the distance across
the flatlands of rice fields were snow
capped peaks that went for an almost
unbroken 360 as I circled above
launch.

26

The third and last day blew up stronger
than ever and by 9.30am the B Grade
section of the competition comprising
the single surface pilots was cancelled.
With so much sponsorship and
organisation at stake I decided to takeoff in the strong conditions and give
the townspeople something for their
efforts. Marie launched next and we
both did a couple of turn points. After
we landed the sun broke through and
the wind lulled and straightened long
enough for another 4 girls to launch
with the help of Tsuneyuki Horota
(chief organiser) and Rob Kells of
America (also invited to entertain the
crowd with aerobatic displays). But the
wind raged in stronger than ever and
the launch was closed and so was the
competition.
It was a unique experience to fly in
Japan and a shame about the
conditions. I was surprised at how
many ladies were flying and how keen
they were. We left Japan having made
lots of friends and receiving endless
amounts of gifts and invitations to
return next year.

After an outrageous party in the
Kossen
Londoner
Bar
and
presentation the next day TEAM OZ
set off to Como in Northern Italy. The
guys entered the Como and then went
to Fiesch in Switzerland for the Swiss
Open, doing really well in both.
Flying in Fiesch was spectacular with
the Grosser Aletschgletscher Glacier
just over the back of launch and 3500
metre mountains on both sides of the
valley.
Kossen Results
Jenny Ganderton GB
4.
Toni Noud
Aust
5.
Marie Jefferies
Aust
1.

3RD STOP GERMANY
Leaving Marie and the boys in Fiesch,
I drove Carl's Kombi to Tegelberg. I
wanted to get some practice in the
German Womans Nationals before
going to the World Championships.
The competition was over three days
and the first day was cancelled due to you guessed it - RAIN! There were 15
girls competing, a very poor showing
apparently compared to the usual
amount of 30.

SKYSAILOR
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It was great to be back in Tegelberg
where I had spent 2 weeks flying with
Lise Hobson in '85, looking down on
the fairy tale Neu Schwanstein Castle
and the huge German Alps over the
back that stretch down to N . Italy.
After misjudging the conditions the
second day and getting a very
mediocre score, I pulled my socks up
and won the last round to finish in
overall 4th place.
The evening was spent in the beer tent
celebrating, with Mark, Drew and Carl
arriving to help things along. They
were going to compete in the German
Nationals which started the next day.

generally adopted a homeless waif
from Oz.
The day before the
competition there was a Grand Parade
through the town with 2 bands and
marching girls. This led to a meeting
with the Mayor and town dignitaries
bidding us a fine welcome.
DAY 1
Almost no wind, so launch was to be
Puncho-West with a briefing at 12.00.
The task was set with two turn points,
Vessacs 15 kms and then to Brunas 20
kms followed by open distance. At 3
pm the first competitor took off and
quickly hit the deck.
Conditions
started to improve but the Cumulus

Judy took off first quickly followed by
the rest of the field . Lift was scratchy
and quite a few girls landed at the
bottom. I attempted to cross the gorge
too early and had to fly back to launch.
Conditions were quickly deteriorating
and I had blown it. I scratched my way
to the deck and landed with about 7
girls and almost instantly a massive
storm swept in and changed the wind
direction 180°, gusting around 60
km/h. I noticed a glider collapsed on
the side of the mountain below launch.
One of the French team, Catherine
Boussemart had stalled sharply in the
strong lift and tucked, falling into the
sail breaking the keel.
The wings

I hitched myself a lift with Illona
Albrecht to Millau in the South of
France and we set off the following
morning to drive the 16 hour journey.
Results 1.
4.

Petra Baden
Toni Noud

4TH STOP - FRANCE
THE MAIN EVENT
WOMENS
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
I arrived at Millau from Tegelberg with
3 days to spare. The Womans Champs
was obviously going to be a big deal in
the town as I could see large posters
advertising the event on every
available space. Marie had already
arrived and had a good flight the day
before.
Millau is a very beautiful and historic
old town. The ridges surrounding it are
actually plateaus with large gorges
leading off in 4 directions.
The competition was well organised
and had huge amounts of sponsorship
and lots of support from the
townspeople.
I checked in at the
organisation centre located at the
tourist
bureau
and
registered .
Although they had catered for up to 60
girls there were to be only 30 enter.
Australia was the only country outside
Europe to have a team representing
them.
This was a bit of a
disappointment to the organisers who
had announced the competition world
wide.
I found the Team Great Britain at the
camping ground. They took me in and
gave me lifts up the hill each day, a
tent, included me in their cooking and

Team Oz in Europe
was starting to build too rapidly over
the back in the direction of the task.
Gliders were now heading away to the
first turn point and soon thunderheads
were everywhere, with lightning forcing
some of the girls down. Judy Leden did
particularly well being the only pilot to
make both turn points and an extra 35
kms. She made 71 .8 kms total and
and
Omella
Jenny
Ganderton
Magnuano of Italy came equal second
38 kms. I was forced down by a large
storm and finished third for the day 36
kms.
DAY 2
Puncho-West and the weather report
for the day predicted thunderstorms
again, but they were to be more
frequent and building earlier. Task
was a 46 km goal with 1 tumpoint.

folded and she threw her chute
spiralling down to land unhurt except
for a few bruises. Marie was above her
in the same thermal and witnessed the
whole ordeal.
DAY 3
Thunderstorms were to be widespread
so the day was cancelled.
DAY 4
This was to be another EXCITING day.
Storms predicted again so Jaques
Legalland, the task setter, hoped to get
in a short out and return. The sky
looked ominous but like in most
competition circumstances we all
rigged. It started to rain lightly and a
few girls started to put their gliders
down. Suddenly we were in the heart
of an incredible storm.
The wind
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picked up to about 80 km/h with the
torrential
rain
being
driven
horizontally. Gliders were lifting in all
directions and one was thrown over the
back just missing power lines. Girls
ran around like drowned rats wearing
swimmers and mud, frantically trying
to save their equipment with lightning
flashing all around.
DAY 5
A clear day with Northerly winds, so
take off was Brunas. Brunas is situated
at the front of a large plateau and is
top landable.

minute rule off launch was to be
strictly enforced because of the late
start. Thermals were weak and Jenny
won the day, just in front of Judy and
Tatiana Riese flying 35 kms.
DAY 7
Clear and bright with strong winds
from the south. Open distance was set
from Pic Dandan, a small grassy hill.
This proved to be the best day of the
compo Ornalla Magnuano took off
almost an hour before most other
pilots and before clouds looked really

one girl, Renate Herzog of Austria got
away climbing slowly and finally
turned downwind to land at goal.
Jenny tried twice to get away and close
the now small gap in points that kept
Judy in the lead. But the window
closed with Judy Leden World
Champion.
FINAL RESULTS
1.
Judy Leden
GB
2.
Jenny Ganderton GB
3.
Omella Magnuano Italy
4.
Tatiana Reise
Switzerland
5.
Carol Thomay
France
6.
Toni Noud
Australia
7.
Francoise Dieuzeide France
8.
Renate Herzog
Austria
9.
Kathleen Bodle GB
10.
Thea Helbling
Switzerland
Heidi
The presentation was fun;
Blumhuber translating in 4 languages.
There were trophies for everything,
including Most Elegant Pilot, which
only the French could do!! Marie and
I were given a beautiful medallion as
Team Australia for our efforts in
coming so far away to compete.
And so after 3 months it's back to
reality.... thanks to HGFA and the
Dept. of Sport and Recreation for their
grants, and Enterprise Wings for my
glider and airfreight without which I
would have been unable to go.
P.S.
Thanks to all the guys in
Team Oz for all the support when I was
Klutzing out!
signing off...

The task was a 86 km race to goal.
Conditions were blowy and thermals
inconsistent with Cu's dying as quickly
as they started. I launched once and
losing my first thermal low and having
drifted a long way back, I trucked
forward and top landed. Carol Thomay
of France and 4 other girls did the
same.
We took off again later and most pilots
who flew late had the best distances.
Carol won the day starting at 5 pm; she
flew60kms.
DAY 6
We spent until 3 pm on Brunas which
was the wrong hill for the SW drift. In
the 35 degree heat we packed up and
went to Puncho-South. Task was open
distance along a set course and a two
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good; but her decision was correct
flying 115 kms to win the day. Judy flew
102 kms and Jenny 100 kms. I flew 78
kms and finished 8th. Unfortunately
Marie was unable to fly as were two
other pilots all suffering sunstroke
from the previous day.
One girl, Paola Gabero, from Italy, who
had never flown cross country before
the competition, flew 35 kms in a single
surface glider on her second flight for
the day, launching at 6.30pm
DAY 8
The Final Round . Very stable and very
hot. We were on Brunas and the task
was a short race to goal of 40 kms with
the window closing at 3 pm so that
scores could be finalised for a
prizegiving at 9 pm. Brunas needs
wind to work, and the air was still. Only

Toni Noud
(most elegant pilot in the world)
HGFA Note: I was talking to Toni the
other day and she asked me to put a
note in to say that she'd like to hear
from ALL GIRLS IN AUSTRALIA
WHO WOULD BE WILLING TO
COMPETE IN AN AUSTRALIAN
WOMANS NATIONALS.
If Toni
receives a favourable response she will
go ahead and help organise a
Womans Nationals. You don't have to
be a brilliant flyer, and you don't need
a high performance glider - you just
have to be keen. HGFA is behind
Toni's idea 100%. If enough of you
want it to happen, it'll happen.
To contact Toni, phone or
write to Enterprise Wings at
1/189 Parkes St, Helensburgh 2508
Ph. (042) 942052.
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TOW FATALITIES

•
•

REPORT FROM THE HGFA TOW SUB-COMMITTEE
It is the unfortunate task of this new committee to report on
2 recent tow deaths - the first in Australia after 4 years of safe
modem towing techniques.
The pilots were Steve Mort PRI and Mike Wright PR2. The
accidents were dated 8/8/87 and 29/3/87 respectively.
Both deaths occurred to LOW AIRTIME pilots, going for a
HIGH TOW on their FIRST TOW. Another similarity that
we feel led to tl)e accidents was the LACK OF SAFE
TRAINING such as the GRADUAL ADVANCEMENT
METHOD.
From this we would recommend that pilots up to PR3 should
learn
to
tow
only
from
CERTIFIED TOWING
INSTRUCTORS.
Aso that the pilots of PR3 and over, should either learn from
a TOW ENDORSED INSTRUCTOR (as opposed to a
certified tow instructor), or at a MINIMUM, from a TOW
ENDORSED SAFETY OFFICER.
In all cases of
inexperienced pilots learning to tow, the tow crew must all be
experienced.
The HGFA Tow Committee therefore gives notice of
seminars to come for instructors and safety officers who wish
to teach towing.

The dates are 31/10/87 to 1/11/87.
Seminar Instructor: Denis Cummings.
The Venue:
John Clark's place
"Phoenix Park"
Dights Crossing.
Singleton.
Phone: (065) 72 4747.
A second seminar will be at Parkes just before the
"Flatlands". Please let Denis know A.5.A .P. of your intention
to attend.
We hope that pilots will take note of the potential dangers of
towing and all other flying ..
Obviously, professional instruction under a qualified
instructor at a certified school is the best way to learn.
We intend bringing out a basic manual on the current
methods of towing as a supplement to the HGFA Operations
Manual ASAP. We also intend to bring out guidelines for
Certified Tow Instructors, Tow Endorsed Instructors and
S.O's after the seminars.
Fly safe,
HGFA Tow Committee :

Denis Cummings
Forrest Park
Bruce Barcham
Chris Boyce
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AIRBORN!
ANEW
HANG GLIDING
TRAINING VIDEO

Produced by the Hang Gliding Federation of
Australia, AIRBORN! is an essential training
aide for all instructors, clubs and student
pilots.
AIRBORN! takes the new pilot from first day
ground handling and straight glides, through
to the pre-soaring stage, clearly
demonstrating and explaining all the correct
basic techniques and skills. The video will
also seNe as an ideal motivational tool, as it
ends up with several minutes of exciting
freestyle action filmed at Stanwell Park.

ORDER FORM
PLEASE RUSH ME

COPIES OF AIRBORN! AT A$55 EACH.

I ENCLOSE BANK CHEQUE/MONEY ORDER ETC. FOR A$ _ _ __
NAME
ADDRESS
- PRICE INCLUDES AIRMAIL POSTAGE
- ONLY VHS AVAILABLE
RETURN TO .'
HGFA, SUITE 508,161 GLOUCESTER ST., SYDNEY NSW 2000. AUSTRAUA
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fHE lilA flNG SYSTEM RE"'S10NJtY~>

Please find "manual of procedures" copies of the "new" rating forms. You should cut them out and put
them in your Manual for reference only.
No "old" rating forms (ie. PRl-S) will be accepted from now on.

There will be a change-over period from now until 31 July '88 for pilots to convert their "old" Pilot Rating
(PR) to "new" PRo
To convert, a pilot need only do the THEORY of the "new" PR before 31 July'88. For example:
PR2 does Novice theory to get Novice
PR3 does Intermediate theory to get Intermediate
PR4 does Advanced theory to get Advanced
PRS also does Advanced theory to get Advanced

"old'

"new"

Note that all PR1s get a Student Certificate automatically.

PRI

If a pilot does NOT do the theory by the 31 July "88 then

PRl

Student
Cert.

hel she will be given the next LOWER "new" PR. For example :
PR2 gets Student Certificate
PR3 gets Novice
PR4 gets Intermediate
PRS gets Intermediate

Novice

PR3
PR4
PR5

T
0

Inter

w

Adv

E
n
d.

It is therefore in your interests to get a "new" rating as soon as
possible so that you can achieve higher "new" ratings faster.

All the State associations are at present organising and running seminars for the new "Examiners" - they
will be the only pilots who will be able to do theory exams for the new ratings. From now on there are two
grades of "Safety Officer". The Examiner - who can do theory and the SO - who calls the shots on the
hill. Every instructor is an examiner and every examiner is a SO, but not every SO is an examiner and not
every Examiner is an instructor. Got it?
Remember that the whole point of the new rating scheme is to align us more with General Aviation and
prepare our up and coming pilots for their future cross country flights. For this we need to know about
Aviation Law and the Regulations. We must also respect all other forms of air traffic. We all have to
exist together amicably and the first hurdle we have to overcome is knowledge of our airspace. The rest is
up to you.
Safe flying
Phil Mathewson - President
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Vapour Rub for the cold I've got !) met
for the VHGA Annual General
Meeting which was hosted by
"Southern". How were the Vics made
full? With heaps of stories, food, drink,
fun and info.

Empty Victorians, (ie hollow)
Were made full at the Eastern Hill
Hotel on the comer of Brunswick St
and Victoria Pde, Fitzroy on the 1/9/87.
That's the new venue for the Southern
Hang Gliding Club, where heaps of
Vics (I tell you what, I need some Vicks

Thanks to the old committee for their
efforts regarding the following
accident report forms and accident
summaries in Skysailor, Safety Officer
meetings, a second Buangor Open
Comp., the Vic competitions where
everyone who entered won, improving
the Vic treasure and treasury files,
processing heaps and
piles of
secretarial duties, evaluating and
helping develop the new rating system,
attendinng
RAP AC
meetings,
developing a National Safety System
which the HGFA is adopting, attending
HGFA meetings and reporting VHGA

SF·

~icro-proce8sor

matters to members at the Vic Hang
Gliding Club (yay,yay) phew!
The old committee consisted of:
President John Walmsley
Secretary Harry Timtschenko
Treasurer Sean Trevathin
Safety Director Peter Davies
Compo Director Rob Van Der Klooster
Here is a special thanks to John
Walmsley for his 2 years of effort as
president of the VHGA.
He has
achieved a great amount of success for eg, negotiating for the Mt
Dandenong take off and developing a
National Safety System.
Although
John has resigned his presidency he
will still be active in the VHGA by
initiating the national instructors
program in Vic. and doing his own
hang gliding instructing. On ya, ripper,
John!

•
'"
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the

new

VHGA

President - Peter Wright - 3692016
Secretary - Harry Timtschenko7981673 - 5562677
Safety Director - Peter Davies
5980645
Competition Director - Wesley Hill (052) 786978
PR1 & 2 representative - Rob Van Der
Klooster - (052) 22 3019
Trike representative - John Bremmer 7444578
Vic Skysailor editor - Myles Nott (057) 861448

t!tbe

~ttrn

ait:JfMm1
HGAWANEWS

MID
NORTH
COAST
GLIDING ASSOC.
PO BOX 755, TAREE 2430.

HANG

Dear Sue,
The annual meeting of the Mid North
Coast Hang Gliding Assoc. was held
recently and a Committee with John
Ritchie as President was elected.
The general aims of our club are to
promote hang gliding in the Mid
North Coast and to meet on a regular
basis in numbers for club flying days
and improving our local flying sites.

THE MEETING HAS MOVED
At the moment there is a little
confusion over the treasurer but this
should be sorted out by the time you
read this article.
The award for the most improved pilot
was given to Grant Hainey who started
hang gliding just a few years ago and in
the year just passed progressed rapidly
to represent Victoria in the Swan
Premium World Masters Competition.
The vote was very exciting with Grant
winning the award by one vote over
Shane Gleeson.
Awards for the Victorian Cross Country
League were also presented at the
AGM and boy, the results were just as
close as for the most improved pilot!
Grant Hainey first, Shane Gleeson
second and Alan Beavis third . Of the
PR 3's Mike Rowes came first.
There were plenty of hilarious
interjections throughout the meeting
though Mad Mike's were still on the
ball, they were getting a bit more
slurred towards the end. Good value.
Don't forget to have your parachutes
repacked for non-stop flying this
summer, Towing is expected to take off
this season so anyone requiring towing
bridles can contact Shane Gleeson on
898 2262 for the most advanced bridles
out - like freak me out!
I'll see you all at the next Southern
hang gliding meeting, first Tuesday of
the month at the Eastern Hill Hotel.
Yay, yay!
Toodle-pops
Miles

Club meetings are open to anyone
interested in our sport and are held on
the last Monday of every month, at
8pm, upstairs at Steve's (the infamous
Nedlands Park Hotel - river end of The
Broadway in Nedlands).
If the meeting clashes with a long
weekend, it is held a week early.

Whether you're new in town, new to
the sport, or maybe your TV's broken
and you've nothing better to do, make
sure you get along to the hub of W A
hang gliding, this month.
Until then, fly high and go far.
John Murby.

Our club has a membership of nearly
40 in an area from Pacific Palms to
Coffs Harbour and is split into
northern,
central
and
southern
divisions with a group convenor in
each division.
We welcome all flyers to contact one
of our convenors should they plan on
flying in these parts as permission of
landowners is often required and
numerous fantastic sites abound which
are often only known to local pilots.
Pacific Palms to Taree
John Ritchie (065) 521807 ah
Gary Hazell (065) 52 4011 bh
Port Macquarie to Laurieton area
Lee Scott (065) 56 9692 all hours
Kempsey to Coffs Harbour
Joe Scott (065) 66 0039 ah
Our neighbouring club, Newcastle
accepted a recent challenge to
compete with us on our territory over a
weekend which turned out to be
unflyable and wet. Despite this a great
time was had by all especially those
who braved the social event of the year
at Lee Scott's famous hang gliding
haven.
The Newcastle Club has accepted
another challenge over the weekend of
the 7th and 8th of November.
Anyone wishing to attend this weekend
competition is most welcome and
should contact Lee Scott (065) 56 9692
for details on accommodation and
directions.
Keep it up.
GARY HAZELL
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TOWING INTO THERMALS
An article about sailplane towing
by E R Barratt
reprinted from Icarus
( SA magazine) Sept. 87.
Most of us know that thermals go up
but I think most of us have forgotten
that they must eventually come down
again. It is this sinking air that helps
set the pattern for thermals, not the
fallow paddocks and green fields.
These merely strengthen or weaken
the pattern.
Once we have that important point in
our minds, we must realise the need
for timing our launch. We find this
pattern has a time factor and the
strength varies this time factor.
Days with no wind with big areas of lift
have a lomg time factor.
Days of
strong winds and broken thermals
have a short time factor.
These time factors, except on days of
poor lapse rate,would be from 20
minutes on calm days to 6 minutes or
more on windy days.
If we are very observant we will find

that during days of fair to strong winds
there is another pattern, or shall we say
an overtone, working into the 10 to 6
minutes thermal pattern. We will find
that perhaps three thermals go
through with an increased wind
following the last, then a slightly longer
calm period before the next thermal.
On good days all three thermals will
get most sailplanes up but on poor
days perhaps only the first two or even
only the first one will do so.
If you do manage to get up in the last

one the machine drifts more downwind
than usual.
So now we have learned the best
thermals always follow the calm period
with the later thermals, in spite of all
the bluster associated with them, being
weaker.
Our sinking or rising air has a side or
horizontal velocity as well as a vertical
one. Thus we get rising air tending to
lag and hang back but the sinking air
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tends to sweep faster and after
bumping its way through the nsmg
columns
eventually
reaches
the
ground and goes tearing after the last
retreating thermal, giving us the big
blow referred to before.
Then on days when there is a wind shift
with height the sinking air from the
thermal which breaks into this area
can impart quite a complicated
pattern to the thermals.
These difficulties will come but that
makes the game interesting.
Remember above all that the best
thermals come after the calm period
and even on difficult days you will have
success.
1
Calm to Light Drift
First, and this is very important,
observe the direction of the thermal
drift. On days of calm this is very
difficult but fortunately on these days
it is not quite so important as the
thermals are wider and easier.
Prior to the machines being ready, the
winch man should be at winch end
observing the conditions. In the case
of a mobile on cable-laying winch one
of the winch men should remain at the
winch end and keep tag of the
conditions going through.
After a fairly long period of calm, there
will be noted a movement of air. In
this case it will probably be in the
reverse direction. Allow this to die
down.
A launch now would be successful if
the pilot went straight upwind, but with
a downwind take off, a poor climb
would eventuate.
It is best to wait until the disturbance
swings to the right direction, then it is
probable that all the machines
launched in the next 10 minutes would
reach that thermal.

2.
Light to Medium Winds
In this case, be more careful to set up
winches dead into wind or thermal
drift. The reason for stressing this
point is the same as the reason why it is
easier to miss posts while driving cross

w
miss posts while driving cross ways
through a fence than along it.
On these days, the calms are
comparative only but the gusts are
more pronounced. After one of the
calm periods, usually lasting 8 to 15
minutes, depending on the wing
strength, there will be a little "catspaw" or perhaps two pass through.
I call these leaders. They may even be
in the form of small whirlwinds. Let
these pass through.
If you have no trees upwind of the
winch to watch for general disturbance,
you will have to observe grass or some
other indicator. As soon as a little
general disturbance shows upwind of
the winch, take the sailplane off.

3.
Stong Winds
The procedure is the same as for
medium winds only, as the Irishman
said, "More so."
Now, also, we must observe the
overtone in the pattern of thermals,
mentioned earlier, and try to put most
of the aircraft into the first thermal
after the (comparative) calm.
The danger now is that we shall launch
too late as the thermals are passing
through
much
faster,
so
the
importance of having trees or other
indicators upwind of the winch can be
clearly seen.
If you have no such indicators, you

may have to launch just after you feel
the first leader pass the winch.
The main faults of the first attempts
are that the winch man will not be
patient enough to wait for the calm
periods.
Never mind the impatient signals or
the light flicking from the take off end.
Take no notice, but wait for the calm
period. It is astonishing now, if once
you get out of step, the next thermal
will invariably go through before the
next machine is ready.
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Do not be tempted to launch with
the chance of the sailplane
catching it downwind.
On some days the second or third
of the series will take the sail plan
e up but if you have tried them nd
they do not work, wait for the
calm.
Now a few points for the pilot
1) If no thermal indication is felt
immediately after releasing, fly
directly upwind, unless of course
you had indications that the
thermal had passed through just
before take off. If this is the case,
you will have to make up your own
mind whether you can still reach
it.
2)
Never release before the
maximum height is reached, even
if you think you have passed
through a themal on the way up.
It could easily be just a leader
which will give you a lot of heartache but not much height.
If it was the main thermal you

passed through, the extra height
gained by hanging on will enable
you to return to it easily anyway.
3) If you feel that a thermal is
about, but you are not in it, have a
look at the windsock. Its tail will
usually be pointing roughly to
where the thermal is.
4)
If you still have not any
indications as to where the
thermal is and you decide to
make a blind stab, make a wide
circuit. Do not fly upwind and
back on the same track.
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by Les Sebald
courtesy Soaring magazine
Because "see and be seen" is so very important to flight
safety, we must all seriously consider the protection and
enhancement of our eyesight. Last summer I came into
contact with a unique pair of frequency-selective glasses that
are designed to be responsive to the light frequencies that
eagles and hawks use. I have since been flight-evaluating a
pair of prescription glasses with the same filter coatings and
have found them to be most effective. Other air traffic is
now easy to spot, including some traffic I can't even see
through other glasses. And clouds, especially on hazy days,
are clear, crisp and deeper than I have ever seen them
before. It is almost like seeing a 3-D movie for the first time.
Everything is in extremely sharp focus and there is no
eyestrain or squinting. I have been perfectly relaxed without
eye fatigue and my eyes have been fully protected.
When you first try these filtered glasses, they seem so bright
that they will knock your socks off. Actually, all of the
ultraviolet and high energy blue photons have been filtered
out and the harmless remaining visible light from about 510
NM up, green through red, is allowed to pass with only about
2.4 db (43%) attenuation. Thus you are able to see
everything, light or dark, and your eyes remain fully
protected.
Chromatic abberation, a condition which occurs because
human eyes cannot focus sharply on blue and red light
simultaneously, is gone since the blue light has been filtered
out. This allows a vast improvement in being able to see
very small objects with great detail from extended distances.
Even small birds, insects, and dust in thermals become
more distinct.
Clip-on polarized shields can be added to these filtered
glasses for greater overall light attenuation - about 4.8 db as
measured for one set, for a total of about 76% light
attenuation. There is some contrast advantage in using
polarized shields when viewing away from the sun, but I
have mostly preferred to fly with only the filtered glasses.
The brighter light often enhances the sight of smaller
objects. John also preferred the brighter display once he got
used to it. Also to be noted is the fact that these glasses
preserve most of your night vision when entering a dark
room.
Human beings, living at the bottom of a natural filtering
layer of atmosphere, have (like most creatures of forest
origin) developed no built-in means of selectively removing
harmful solar radiation before it reaches the eye. Direct
sunlight is very damaging to human eyes and may cause
cataracts, conjuctivitis, photokeratitis (corneal sunburn),
photophthalmia, snowblind ness, solar retinitis and night
blindness (loss of Rhodopsin). It also contributes to senile
macular degeneration and other retinal diseases. Man
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must therefore protect his eyes when he is in harsh sunlight
such as when flying, on water and desert, and on snow or ice.
Most current "sunglasses" just reduce the light level at all
wavelengths.
Eagles and hawks, on the other hand, evolved in the
presence of direct sunlight.
Nature has provided a
protective filter in the form of a film of oil in their eyes. But
in order to hunt successfully from above, these natural eye
filters allow only the harmless but useful visable light to
pass. Thus, hawks and eagles have extraordinary eyesight,
even under dimly lit conditions. Scientific studies of these
factors have led to the development of a means to produce
filters that can be applied to glasses which approximate the
same spectral light pass band and transmissivity as the
eagles eyes, plus about one-half magnitude improvement
for retina safety.
Figure 1 depicts the approximate filter characteristic of the
oil in eagles' eyes. Note the very sharp cut-off between the
blue and green spectra. Figure 2 illustrates, on log scale
paper, the visibility and retina safety of filtered glasses as
compared to other glasses and birds eyes. Note that the
filtered glasses are even better than the birds' eyes for retina
safety, while being nearly equal for visibility. Retina safety is
defined as the inverse of hazard, which is biological
sensitivity to damage at a given wavelength, multiplied by
the intensity of the light source at that wavelength added up
over the entire spectrum.
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Come
Himalayan
Hang Gliding.
Restricted to Pilots of PR 3 {Intermediate} or above.
36 days round trip
28 days trekking/hang gliding
Cost: $3433 ex Sydney/Melbourne
$2444 ex Kathmandu
Departure: 18 March - 22 April 1988
Accept the challenge ofthe Himalayas. Be one of the
first to soar amidst the highest peaks on earth. It
will be a holiday youll never forget!

Everest (8848ml. Kanchenjunga (8585ml. Lhotse
(8501ml. Makalu(847OmI and feel like eagles as we
rise with Himalayan thermals.

In this trip we combine trekking and hang gliding.
Our route takes us through the entire scenic and
cultural range of Nepal from nat plains at 200
metres to Everest Base Camp at 5020 metres.

Wellleave our gliders behind and trek along the
Khumbu Glacier and icy moraine before reaching
our final destination of Everest Base Camp.

Phil Mathewson. the 1982 Australian Hang Gliding
Champion will be our guide and test pilot for the
trip. Phil is a world champion hang glider whose 10
years experience rurining the Airspace School of
Hanggliding guarantees you the best hang gliding
experience p088ible.
After two day,. exploring Kathmandu we ny to
Tumlingtar where our hang gliding trek
begins. On our way to high mountain areas we 11
jump offpa&& tops attempting to glide across gorges
and minimalise our trekking.
As we leave the Arun River valley and trek north
great views will be had of famous mountain peaks.
We'll see four ofthe world'. tallest mountains-

We return to Tumlingtar where we take to
conventional aircraft for our return flight to
Kathmandu.
Join us for high adventure hang gliding the
Himalayas.

For further details call World Expeditions on
(02) 264 3366 or Phil Mathewson on

(02) 560 8773.

WORLD
ij
Enjoy the adventure of being alive!

EXPEDITIONS
(FORMERLY AUSTRALIAN
HIMALAYAN EXPEDITIONS)

377 Sussex Street, Sydney NSW .c.v~.---a..
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TRIKES
One of the most startling decisions
made at the convention was the one giving
HGFA full control and responsibility for the
operation of Trikes. Does anyone remember
the last time they were asked to give their
opinion on this issue? I do - It was a question
on the 1987 membership form we all filled
in to send to HGFA with our fifty five big
ones. The question was whether we should,
or should not include Trikes for a trial
period of 12 months.
One wonders if the data collated
from this survey was used when making the
decision - if so - it was a MISTAKE. Firstly,
the key word here is 'TRIAL' and the trial
period is not yet finished. Surely the next
logical step would be to, again, canvass the
membership on next year's renewal form worded something like the following:'Now that the trial period is over, should
HGFA continue to take full responsibilty for
the operation of Trikes?
Secondly, was the fact that aerotowing continuous to be an ILLEGAL
OPERA nON (see August Skysailor - page
37 - last two paragraphs) taken into account
when making the decision?
After all,
wasn't aero-towing and it's beneficial
contribution to hang gliding the major
positive factor under consideration? Are
there any other areas where Trikes are
connected to hang gliding?
Given this seemingly anomalous
situation, I would urge all those who
diagree with the decision to write a letter,
reflecting this, to the Skysailor editor. I am
confident when I say that SIll:: decision can
be overturned if there is enough opposition
to it.
I will briefly mention two very
recent incidents, particularly the second,
that serve to illustrate my point. (1) A
North Qld Trike pilot caught by DOA
flying in controlled airspace. DOA sent the
state police after him - prosecution likely.
(2) A S.E. Qld training hill closed down by
the owner due to a Trike pilot 'buzzing' it.
Apart from the obvious danger of the stunt,
it's most probably the noise factor that
really blows the minds of most site owners.
I'll leave you with my theory of
what may have influenced the decision
makers - I hope it doesn't corne across as too
far fetched. It is that a small number of
~ who are heavily into Trikes would
stand to lose some income if Trikes were to be
excluded from the hang gliding industry.
Please write to me with your opinion of my
theory.

m

Peter de Mestre,
QHGA Inc. Secretary.
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GTR 162 (PR3): Red L/E, gold and
white top, rainbow U IS. Speed bar
faired uprights and king post, long
sleeves in L/E,s. In good condition, a
steal at $1500. Drop in to Byron Bay for
a test flight or I have a Moyes carton if
you prefer to freight it to you.
Phone Greg (066) 280 356.
MOYES MARS 170 (PRl): Excellent
condition, very low hours. Recently
checked by Moyes factory staff. White
kite with blue and gold L/E's. A great
buy! Have a test flight. $1100 ono.
Helmet and prone harness available if
needed. Kite can be delivered for you.
Phone Craig (02) 3441696 B
(02) 525 3004 AH
PROBE3 (PR3): Gold and white, good
condition, low hours $650 ono.
Backpack Cocoon Harness with P A
Parachute $450
Phone 913 9432.
ALTAIR 165 (PRl) $900, as seen at
Rainbow Beach Xmas 86.
Black L/E, red and white mainsail,
semi-floating Xbar.
Handbook and
batten profile supplied. Carries 11 st.
pilot with ease and out climbs all other
single surface gliders.
Phone Peter (045) 774472

BALL VARlO 651 excellent condition
$600.
SCORPIO HARNESS (like Body Bag)
Medium,
blue
with
light
blue/white/gold trim.
Excellent
condition, used three times. $300.
COCOON HARNESS Small, black
with blue/white/green trim. Excellent
condition, suit pilot no taller than 5'4".
$150.
Phone Toni (042) 942 052 BH
(042) 942 919 AH

MOYES MARS 170 (PRl): Dark blue
L/E, rainbow panel, light blue trailing
edge. Looks good, flies good, is good.
Must sell $950 ono.
Phone Bill (053) 34 6227. If interested
please call, I will deal.

AIRBORNE WINDSPORTS TRlKE
WING 162 tuned for speed, 60mph
cruise, outstanding roll rate and pitch
response.
Brand new condition, a
proven cross-country wing; $2000 or
complete with Airborne Windsports
single seat trike, Rotax 447 twin
cylinder motor with gearbox drive,
!OOOfpm climb, long range tank, 12V
regulator, VDO hourmeter, tacho,big
wheels, brakes, suspension, $6500 the
lot. Phone (03) 744 4578.

SKYSAILOR
MARS 190 (PRl); The glider is in
excellent condition and has only 18 hrs
airtime with one caring owner. It has a
red LIE and white mainsail. $1300
Phone John Twomey on (03) 606 5060
BH (03) 3976033 AH
MOYES MARS 170 (PRl): Yellow LIE
and keel pocket. White mainsail in
good condition. $1000.
Phone Peng (03) 8185795
SKYTREK PROBE II 165 (PR3): Suit
intermediate pilot buying first double
surface. Blue with white single surface.
Sail is tight and flies really well. Priced
to sell quickly. $650
Phone (03) 29 3466 Noel after hours.
MOYES MARS 170 (PRl): Brown LIE,
orange U IS, white trailing edge, flies
well, very little air time. Batten profile.
$1000.
Harness $50
One PROBE II keel (new) plus
crossbar. $125 the lot.
Phone Andrew or Jeanette Phillips (03)
7580091
Equipment priced to sell - owner going
overseas.
MARS190 (PRl): Learn to fly with us! !
Excellent condition.
Hardly flown,
seen to be believed. $1100
AFRO
OWENS
VALLEY
8000
INSTRUMENTS
includes
vario,
airspeed, altimeter, time, total energy
compensation. $800 (check new price).
MOYES
BACKPACK
COCOON
HARNESS good condition make me
an offer.
AERODYNE HELMET hardly used,
medium head. Make me an offer.
GTR 162 (PR3): faired uprights,3 spare
uprights, faired kingpost,speed bar,
surfcote LIE and surfcote inside
double surface, tight sail, new glider
bag. Fluoro green, white U IS. $1600.
Phone (055) 94 3376. Will deliver.
Also, professionally built TRIKE
SWIFT WING 170, Robin 250cc
motor,single seater.
No propellor,
damaged keel.
Ultra light flight
systems Bullet parachute system.
Fully roof top portable.
Normally
$3000-$4000. $1600.

OCTOBER 1987

MOYES 170 (PR1): Good condition.
White mainsail, black LIE, mylar
insert. $900.
MOYES
BACKPACK
COCOON
HARNESS 5'5" plus helmet, good
condition $100
Phone Simone (071) 421775
(07) 844 9800
MiG 180 (PR3): a great glider with all
the features,VB, leech line tension,
faired king post, speed bar, American
tubing. Rainbow U IS, black and white
T IS.
Could be used for trike
conversion or a good performance kite
for the heavy pilot, a gift at $1400.
Phone (079) 22 1225
WANTED: Sabre <170, <$1000.
Please call Peter (07) 369 7930.

FOIL 160B (PR3): Red LIE, gold and
yellow U IS, white sail. 20hrs only,
excellent condition. Speed bar, airfoil
uprights and king post. $23000no.
Phone (08) 381 6732.
MOYES MISSION 170 (PR2): Identical
colouring to rear page advertisement
August Skysailor, used 5 times $2100
ono.
MOYES POD HARNESS as new $300
PARACHUTE (Parachutes Aust.) new
$300
HELMET as new $20
Or $2500 for the lot.
Phone Ray (08) 2180573 W.
GTR 175 (PR3): Blue surfcote, rainbow
U IS, white TIE, a steal at $1500.
Phone (08) 270 2032.

Send $1.00 (or more) to SAHGA (with SAE) for ticket in lottery
$500 cash 1st prize!
1 Sturt St, Adelaide. SA 5000.

We've been quietly producing ads,
brochures, newsletters and a
monthly 32 page magazine for
over 12 months now.
For $1 per page
and $30 per hour
you can use our fast, efficient
laser printing service.
Phone Phil
to discuss your requirements.
1 Ducross 5t
Petersham N5W 2049
025608n3
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INTERMEDIATE GLIDERS?

Who needs them when our high performance is
so easy to handle?
Not only that but with four sizes available we have

a glider to suit every pilot.
Easier to set up
Easier to take-off
Easier to fly
Easiest to land

1/189 PARKES ST

HELENSBURGH 2508

